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SUMMER - CUT - PRICE SALE
Is going on all this month--July. Look at a few of our prices:
MEN'S SHOES.
$5 00 shoes fur
00 shoes for
4 00 shoes fur
S 00 'hors for
2 00 I oes for
•
a •
In
MEN'S HATS.
fil (0 h:lt, for - 14 00, Ste1Fo ,
4 04 hats for _ 3 00, t-t tson
3 50 hutir for . 2 75, t'tetnoti
3 00 'W.' itis .. I 094 Our Own
2 00 h to tot' 
- • 
1 -19, Our Own
1 59 note. (or . 1 00, Our Own
All Straw Ilati at hOu vita,
LADLES' SHOES AD OXFORDS.
43 00 shces for -
2 50 shu for
200 :hoes f r
1 50 shoes for
•
1•1.
• 
•
225
▪ 1 99
- 149
1 '24
Mixed 'ut at 501, 75e anti $1.
werwessuressellataseer
NEGLIGEE SHIRTS—MONARCH.
5u situ — . $1 00
1 25 shi; ts for . • - 89e
100 hirts for -
WORK SHIRTS.
50c Shirts for
25e f
e -
I Je
35(.
20c
Misses' Oxford SlipOers, mixed lot,
--- 
50c, 75c and $1.00, all worth
$1.215 and $1.50.
ODD PANTS
AI Less luau Cosi.
It will pay you to call before this sale isover Remember it r
uns
to August first.
PETREE & COMPANY
Sign of the Big Boot.
We Have Been
Great Pains
given the people of this community something
tip-top in the way of Harness and addlery, and
they are showing their appreciation of' it. Mr.
Jno. Skally, who is at the head of this depart-
ment, has served a
ship at his trade,
trons the benefit
He is a good
splendid ma
a select sto
udge
er of
k of
long apprentice
and offers our pa
of hi i experience
of leather and a
harness. We have
factory made bar-
ness, but if you want a set that never was close
to a sewing iinachine he will make you up some-
thing that vAll last until you tire of it.
In The Saddle Line.
Our Col. Talbot has cos-
tomers a long way from home.
His saddles have a wide repu-
tation and are much sought af-
ter. We have also a large
"
44 stock of ready made saddles.
FORBES & BRO.,
Terlth Main. Sts.
CRISP CITY
News That May be Read
a Glance.
HAPPENINGS AT
NINO if Ilis Day DIthtil im And DIvids4
by iliihtt,
Wer•••••••••••••••••
Mr. Miller Clark ellen a pony Frieity
night lit the Nene of Mr mother, Mrs.
Wien Clark, on North they street. A
dozen or more coupler enjoyed the hos-
pitality of the home. Seasonable re-
freehmeuts were served.
ere —
plume seemed' els poisoned seveeel fine
dugs 'mewl by Mrs. K. N. Cauipbeil last
night. One of the dogs killed was
"Sport," one of .the hand/owes; and
largest mastiff. in this part of the State
and valued at .75.
—0—
In mentioning the election of Mr.
Geo. P. Street to the cashiership of the
Bank of Hopkinsville, the Todd County
Times Kays: The position Mr. Street
has obtained is a very lucrative and de-
!Arable one, paying a salary of g2,000
per annum, and Mr. Street's tune,
felvlids Loup-Mutate him on his good
fortune. We cene'retulitee the Bank of
Hopkineville on securing the servlee0
slut an able man, and know that he
will prove acceptable. iii every particu,
lar.
Judge Willis L. Reeves, of Elkton,
who was in Hopkinswille last week to
preside at the trial of the Roach foun-
tain ease, had an adveutnre when he re-
tamed home and proved himself pose
seised of admirable nerve which brought
about the discomfiture of a parts of
hoodlum& He was returning to his res-
deuce late at night when bullets began
to whiz about his head. He dodged the
missiles and then marched on the party
nepoitsible for the ft:esthete, took their
name," and gave them an invitation to
visit the grand jury.
It in reported that a South Christian
fanner will hereafter raise tobacco for
the owed only, esteemt of allowing it to
grow to metnrity The low price of the
leaf and the ii gh priee of steel is reopen
stele for the conteinpluted t halite!.
Frielay lettermen' whiles two of the
Outlines of Suet ion Foreman Heinen
were at play at their teem. at Orevey,
this hewer bey Iii as ins, matinee at rush
lethy brother on the forehead welt a
bests bell bat, rays the Clarksville
Chroidele, The Weeitill made Will
severs', Leine a Wig gash Ili the middle
of this little fellow*" forehead, The see
vier% of a physician were required te
sew up the wound. It in thought there
will be no bud effeetx from the accident,
as the skull of the child is not thought
to have sustained injury.
—0--
Mr. John Pelaud, Jr., will probably
organize a post of the Sons of Veterans
in Hopkinsville soon. There are scores
of young men in the county and city
who are eligible to membership and all
who have been approached on the sub-
ject have expreseed a desire to join the
proposed order.
—o—
News comes from the White Plaines
country that a sou of Mr. J. W. Boyce,
a well-known farmer, became over
heated while working in a field, and as
a result has become blind.
—o—
Hopkins county appears to be suffer-
ing from an epidemic of marital infidel-
ity. A few days ago the New Etta told
of the repudiation of Mrs. R. M. Win-
stead by her hesband aud the subse-
quent attempt of the woman, who had
been deserted by her paramour, to com-
mit :suicide. Then a wealthy farmer
named Wyatt eloped with his wife's
niece. The freshest scandal is tont by
the Hustler ; "It is reported that the
neighborhood of Frostbarn is somewhat
agitated over the conduct of a man in
that neighborhood. It is stated that !re-
gent his wife to Henderson last Friday
for a visit, and that he is preparing to
take another man's wife and son ano
start for Ancona,"
—o—
In a two column illustrated letter to
the Nashville Banner. Staff Correspon-
dent Cristopher, who is now in the city,
writes that Hopkirum ille is far and away
ahead of most of her Rutter cities in en-
terprise and progress. Her people are
up-to-date in every respect. No under-
taking which will benefit the town is
too great for them. The magnificent
and beautiful vouutry surrounding Hop-
kinsville makes it a very inviting and
attractive place of residence. Th.-
streets are well paved and shaded, and
the lawns surrounding the beautiful
residences are carpeted with blue grass
that the stories and blizzards of winter
can never kill. The people are the most
hospitable to be found anywhere and a
stranger is made a welcome guest when
he enters these grate. In fact the first
words that greet a visitor on entering
the hotel are ;he following cut into the
wall; 'lie not unmindful to entertain
strangers,"
—0--
The free silver speech which Rev. Sam
Small delivered at the court-house has
attracted universal attention. In speak-
ing of it the Nashville! Sun says:
Mr. Small launched right into an ar-
gument in favor of the coinage of silver
as expressed in the Democratic platform
and for more than an hour he held the
audience by a masterly array of facts.
closely knit togs-ther by logic and sup-
ported by the irrefutable truths of his-
tory from the Mosaic days of the pres-
ent time. His preaentation of the peo:
ple'e cause said by there who heard it to
have been one uf the strongeset argu-
ments delivered rime Bryan's matchless
effort before the C'hivago oonventlou.
—o--
Messes Eels Richards, of this city,
Celestite Moore, Ninnon Umpstead, Jen-
nie MeGary and Lucile Crenshaw, of
Earlington. accompanied by Mesdames
J. E. Moore and D. W. Umpsteads as
chaperones, have gone to Dawson
Springs to sojourn for a fortnight.
They have rented a cottage and will
"keep house" whiie they are at the re
The Little River Baptist Association
will meet at Hurricane Church on Wed-
nesday, Amuse 5th, and remain iii sees
mien four days. Rev, A, W. Meaehain,
of Gracey, is the Moderator.
The NEW ERA is indebted to the man-
agement of the Union County Fair for a
complimentary ticket to the fair, which
will be held on August 4, 5, 6, 7 and s.
Mr. J. V. Givens is President and Mr.
W. A. Berry Secretary of the Company.
This year's meet premises to be the best
in many years.
--o—
Arthur Ward has accepted a position
Al cornet play r in the well-known
Warr anen B d, of Evansville, and leftCHATTER
. this moretiug for that city to perma-
nently locate. His departure from
I Hopkinieille is munch regreted by all
i who know him. He is a moral and
at worthy young man.
—o—
Mr. Joseph E. Moseley has let a con-
tract to Dew & Richards, of Hopkins-
sidle, to build him a new house for $8,-
2(Xe It will be built on the spot where
H OM E. him old house now stands, and will be
provided with muty modern
omen - Fairview IlevIew.
—te-
net! °Mein Minte1111111 vanes to town
11111 IllOPSIMI lie talks eery eittleMlites
Welly of hie piney, Wife Anil say' he
eblieels the holitertniain to lest Ilie
Risen of his days, Hey Meacham limit
)y clients that he is not eighty years al
ad relaIre011117 this lieWsPaitall in the ac•
ePUUt of his Warelage His iuttniate
friends elltillt that he is ute that
old. They are sure he is not nitres than
seventy-nine.
convene
luwit
Wow, reached the city this morning
of the death of Mr. Lot Huhn, of the
Pilot lock vloiotty. tio WAS over eighty
years ell
Mr. George E. Weise young fanner of
North Chreitian, and Mess Mary IL
Simpson, a pretty young lady who lives
near Crofton, will be marn -d Sunday at
Hickory Wythe Church.
A Great German's Prescription.
Diseased blood, constipation, and kid•
ney, liver and bowel troubles are cured
by Karl's Clover Root Tea—For sale by
K. C. Hardwick.
?EON THE LAND 01 FLOW ERS
•-- ----
Ereetry Communication From Florid*
Written by a Former Melia.
Lake Weir, Fla.. July 21, 1896.—Will
you kindly allow a reader of your uew•
sy paper a little space? It may interest
u few of your Kentucky people to ace
something from the "Sunny South."
Since the freeze of '104 and '95, metre
orable to niftily, little has been said of
Fiore:a, but while that blizzard was so
destructive to groves, it has been the
means of causing the citizeus of this
"Lake" to tied out what migial be pro-
duced on Florida eerie Heretofore the
orange and lemon greyest' have emulated
their dine and attention. Now, each
man makes a good garden, nice corn,
oats, potatoes', lit fact moist everything
he welsh, at the stone time looking to
the earnest of his rove. With the ex•
eeption of the groves, all nature is suite
tug and MI lovely as when I first saw
this flowery laud in 'Ia. The mocking
birds ere just Its !entireties nod sing
imeneatilly end have a tendency thee
ii sy lily uses sleigh t nights to sets which can
If Kentucky only lied this die
Hateful ellinele this year 'rolled It
Would "imply le an Neill' (my slays
and night' 1555W MN rendered pleitisently
Ity n 100041 Ink., tor1.4,04,, and this being
the tinny newton, 110WeVilt bright and
nunny the wonting we may always ek-
pect ti shower in the. aftenauou till two
or three o'clock, but for these shower*
vegetieion its well as man would suffer.
Owing to the trees having to be bud-
ded and cut buck it takes time to get a
full crop of fruit, but the trees In Rad-
ford's grove are eight feet high and
heve a small shower of Jane blooms, in
fact it is one of the richest groves in
Harem county. It will be only a short
while- 'till the Hoptown people will be
again supplied with those delicious
"Radford oranges." Ulm can almost
see the trees grow iu this showery
weather. I heard a gentleman remark
the other day when he got blue he al-
ways walked through the lemon grove
in the Peninsula, as it gives him high
homer.
The healthfulness of the; lake is re-
hiarkable, a physician wpuld starve to
death, if he relied en his. practice foe a
hiving.
Mr. Harry Turuley and family, of
Clarksville, Tenn., came down the tine
to visit his father-in-law. He returned
last week and left his family for a
mouth. They have utauy frieuda here
who are always glad to see them.
How I wish the Florida waterenelon
that is raised for home use would bear
transportatiou. I'd love for my Ken-
tucky friends to taste the sweetest mel-
on on earth. They are plentiful here
now, and libelous.
A Scescamett.
Consumption Can be Cured
by the use of Shiloh's Cern.. This great
eough cure is the only known remedy
for that terrible disease-.
DR. J• D. CLARDY 8 RESPONSE
He Answers Tenner'• Last Letter In a
Very Satisfactory Way.
A few days ago Mr. Lawrence P.
Tanner, of Calhoun, candidate for the
Deneeratic congressional nomination,
addreesed a letter to Dr. J. D. Clardy,
the prevent congressman and a candi-
date for re-election. Mr. Tanner's let-
ter was in the nature of an inquiry as
to whether Dr. Clardy indorsed the na-
tional Democratic platform and tee
Democratic nominees( for Presideet. The
doctor's response to M. Taenee speaks
plainly enough. If anybody had anY
doubt as to his positicui, that doubt will
certainly be removed. In fact, his posi•
tiou in relation to his party Wlia so well
understood that an explanatery letter
Wits hardly neceessary, The doe:tures let-
ter is as foliose :
Hendersou, Ky., July Ill.—Editor
Messenger : In reply to an open letter
Wen in the papers (no copy of same ev-
er having been received by 121e) from
Mr. Lawrence Tanner, I beg to say, DA
Matte said many times before in the dis-
trict, that I do most heartily and cor-
dially iudorse the platform adopted at
Chicago by the Dernecratic national
convention, and will mint c*eerfplly
and heartily support Ike nominees of
the eonventiou. I know Wile firyau
personally and have a very high epee
dun of his ability, integrity of character
and matchless personal magnetism, and
I shall do all in my power for the sue-
(sees if the ticket.
Trusting this brief statement will be
satisfactory to my young friend and aid
in confirming him in the true Demo-
cratic faith, which I have so long tried
faithfully to advocate,
I am very truly yews,
D.0GOLD DEMOCRATS.I'A
steel t. TO NEW 'MAI
Chicago, July U.—Geed standard
Democrats have taken seeps for the cry,
atiou of it National Committee, which
will meet August 7 at Indianapolis to
fix the time and place for a Natiamil
couveutiou which shall adopt a gold
platform and put out a candidate for
President for whom Democrats can
vote. Several cities want the conven-
tion and Indianapolin hate gone actively
to work to secure it.
Capt. Sweeney, U. S. A.,
San Diego, Cal., says: "Shiloh's Ca-
tarrh Remedy is the first medicine I
have ever found that would do me any
good." Price We. —For sale by R. U.
Hardwick.
...-•••••••••• ,••••a•••••
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POLITICAL POINTERS elected Cashier ot the Bank of Hopkins- 'JUDGE BISHOP LEADS.•vstle, will accept the position and NEW •
remove his family to this city moon. He
will begin his work at the bank about I
the first of next mouth. The Elkton
Convention Delegates Will Preened; says : He
For eight years he has served the
Bank of Elkton in a most satisfactory
manner and his promotion is a deserved
emnpliment which he! has woil by his
hoilorable Leering as a gentleman, to-
gether with his Reeling businesses quali-
ties. Mr. Street will step into him post-
hiss =MM. •••••t ll' Milt oof August, suet whiles
lit. !tinily Nikkei aditilrern will regret
libpamitoi Menlo, CO111601108 111111111 Ills departerts, yet ere etiogrettilate
kliesellie teeth gsloliet en valuable a
Wigan,
Be Well Entertained.
OARNETT WON'T RUN.
lelstilsea 011m, fifiti.
•MINMNIMIVI•MINIIREO
Hen. Jamey it Genteel W Ill lint a bee
a ceudidate fur re-election to the offiee
of teumnionweithli Alturney fur this dile
trieS• He has ably tilled the offiee for
sixteesie you*, amid has been is holy terror
of law breakers and echleved a splendid
reputetion as a proaecutor. When Ms
term of office eepiree he will hang out
his shingle as Oadia. Among the per-
sona mentioned aside probable aueoeseor
are Mr. W. It Howell, of this city, and
Mr. Janice Coleman, of Murray.
It was quite unnecessary for Mr. Tan-
ner to write Dr. Clardy that letter. It
was quite unnecessary for Dr. Clardy to
reply to it, 'Lays the Messenger. If there
is a man in Kentucky who has a life
time record as a consistent silver man
and unswerving Democrat, it is Dr.
Clardy. In private and public station
his voice has always been railed for
silver and other Detuperatic teneta. He
hes leech' eta ezeellent mentber of Con.
Reels Mind he Will he numinated for n
seat in the nest Cutigrests. Everybody,
including Mr. Tanner, knovis this. It ie
such a well aeoepted fact that there is
positively no contest. Dr. Clardy has a
complete walk over. Mr. Tanner, In the
meanwhile, is extending his unjust!".
tenets over the district and making a
pleasant impresisiou upon the Demo-
cratic voters who may do sole thing for
him at another time.
The Republieaus have secured a prom-
ise from Congreee.stuan Dolliver, of Iowa,
to come to this (verity and deliver sev-
eral gold bug speechea
WIINNI•al,•••••
Earlingtuu will have her full ihare of
candidates for the various matey Wh-
et*. With the silver sentittient predom-
inant. P. ft. Davis will very likely as-
pin' to be the Retieveseutative. The
friends of William Cartel Sri' pushing
him for Sheriff. There is also much
talk of J. M. N'ieteiry for the Circuit
Clerkship, while U. Jetnee has an.
!tonne's' Mane tints' ago his desire to dee
test lien Itobiiirmi for the sigh, Kunnte.
liev auto Antall Is hi ()Worn& for it
fen night dolly see 11$ free silver speeeloo.,
Some of the itharch menibers ilon't like
for the evangelist In Omar Kennel the
!smithy making political opesehte, but
Mt Small %tonally dole as he pleases
He experts to spew, the must of his tittle
from now to November in deliverers/
addresses advocating free silver.
Mr William T. Fowler, of this city,
Chairman of the County Republican
Committee, and ex-officio Chairman
of the Appellate Committee of the First
Appellate District, has issued the fol-
lowing call:
To the members of the committee of
the Republican party in the First Ap-
pellate Circuit District of Kentucky.
A meeting of the said committee is
hereby called to ee held in the town of
Princeton, Caldwell county, Kentucky,
on the 4eh day pf August. 1896, at 2 :50
o'clock p. me for the purpose of organ-
izing the committee and eakiug such
steps as may be uecessary to u‘uninate a
candidate fee Judge of the Court of Ap-
peals for said district go ell the vacancy
occasioned by the death of the Hun.
Juo. R. Grace.
Hon. Jahn Felaud will address the
people of Nortcurrille and vicinity on
August 1s1. Dr. Clardy's opponent, E.
T. Franks, is booked to speak there on
that date, but Mr. Feland Si ill fill the
appointment for him.
Twenty-five Democrats met at the
Willard Hotel in Louisville Friday,
and made the preliminary arrangements'
for the publication, commencing early
in August, of a free silver Democratic
daily in that city. It is proposed to or-
ganize a company with $30,000 capital
sex*, of which $15,000 ham been sub
scribed by practical newspaper. men ef
long experience, and suleeription Wanks
were ordered sent to prurient-tut Demo-
crats in every minty.
A Baby's Life Saved.
"My baby had croup and was Raved
by Shiloh's cure." writes Mrs... B. Mar-
tin, of Huntsville, Ala.—Fyr sale by R.
C. Hardwick.
•
AN OFFIC*RN blAnuow ESCAPE.
Marshal McCollum Attacked By Four
Burly Negroes.
A feet days ago thelSEw trete gave
the! news., oft/te killing of a wcuitan by
Matehel Waliaut MeV-0111mi. of Kutta-
wa• It'idItY he canto near lining his
own life. He went to the office! of the
Sewanee Lumber and Spoke Company
at that place and served a writ of gar-
nishment on the wages of a negro em-
ploye. This enraged the negro, and he
went away and got his pistol and three
companions. All four men attacked Mr.
McCollum as he was leaving the yards,
one negro slipping up behind, and after
trying to shoot the Marshal, and his
pistol tailing to fire, struck McCullom
over the head. The officer seieed the
weapon from the negro's hetels, where-
upon the other thew fie& but one was
seized and pekeu to emit. The fellere of
the pistol to ere deubtiest• saved the of-
ticees life..
The Best Cough Cure
is Shilob's Cure. A neglected rough is
dangerous. Stop it at once with Shiloles
Cure.—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
NIPPED THEN IN THE BUD.
Thirteen Prisoners Try to Escape From
the Jail at Clarksville.
Thirteen prilionere were frustrated in
a bold attempt at jail-breaking at
Clarksville Saturday night. Saws were
smuggled to them and they succeeded
iu almost working their way to liberty,
but were watched by ehe guards until
yesterday morniug, being allowed to
saw the cage bars that their plot to es-
cape might be discovered if possible,
They were all placed in the dungeons.
Among the prisoners tire Iwo murder-
ers, Jim Dud Northington, who stabbed
Heury Baker, an old man, through the
heart during a hone trade dispute; and
Will Jarnet, who shot Luke AUeu, his
stepfather, to death by walking up be-
hind him,
.11111..
NE. STREET WILL ACCEPT.
The Newly Elected Cashier of the Bank
of Hookin••ille Will Hove
Here Soon.
Mr. George P. Street, the recently
•••••••••1111r •
Nerves tin Mee
was nervous, must, irritable and
cneis. or Root Tea has mitde
we happy, Mrs. E. B. Wordeu.—Yor
sale by R. U. Hardwick.
FELL UPON • sogirs's BLADE.
Little Arthur Fowright Meets With a
Very Painrul Accident.
Little! Arthur Fowright, the six-years-
old son of Mr. Joe leowright, the Sev-
enth street tailor, Cline near lotting his
1de Sunday afternoon.
He Was playing with a large pock it
knife in the rear Lard of the residence
of Mr. Torn F,dninnelisOn. "lie fell 1Thd
the sharp blade of the knife entered his
body near his heart. Fortunately the
end of the blrele struck a rib and glanc-
ed.This saved the buy'. lite.feis screams
of pain were heard by persons in the
homse who ran to his assistance. They
found hits body and elothea bathed in
blood and considerable difficulty was
experieuced in stopping the flow. Drs.
filmset] and Seargent deviated the wound
and the little fellow is now getting
along as well as could be hoped.
Are You Made
miserable by Indigestion, constipation,
Detainees, Loos of Appetite, Yellow
Skin? Shiloh's 'Vitalizer is a positive
cure.—For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
•
POINTS ABOUT PENBRONZ.
Personals and Short News Items From
That Flourishing Town.
Mr. McLevey has purchased the two-
story brick building belonging to J. R.
Vangh, and will occupy same with
line of greweriestiesee
The. marriage of Mr. Steely MeRae,
one. of our moot oneveseettil farmers, to
Miss Heollee, of oftklittel, Tenn., has
been an and will take team
next week at the home of Ow bride's
fat her.
I.. P. Mille, the druggist, hum returned
atter a short visit to reelutiv'es In Louts.
v tile.
Hiss Mollie Williams is visiting rela-
tive* and friends iii
A Me by intintilleht, Whieh wia
Is rg''ly ettentleel Chit well etipsysel by
all, was sit the hems of Mt. Frank
Chilton Tlinteday
Miss Tsunami, of Paducah, and Mire
Lander, of Hopkinftville, are the guests
of Mins Jinimie Harrison, of Salubria,
this place!.
Miss Fannie fiseard. of Franklin, Ky.,
is visiting Miss Edna Waugh.
Mr. Warren L. Lander, of the firm of
Lander & Miller, prottrietors of the
Racket store, of this city, is visiting his
friends at Franklin for a few days, when
he will start East to bey fall goods-
Died Last Friday Morning.
Mr. Thomas Drum, an aged and well-
known citizen of Hopkinsville, psased
away Friday morning at 4 o'clock, at
the home of his friend, Mr. Pat Dalton,
who reaidees on Bryan street. His death
was due chiefly to a general breaking.
down of his system, calmed by advanced
age, although for some time past he had
suffered conniderably at times from
some affection of the heart.
Thomas Drum was born in Ireland
about seventy•five or seventy-six years
ago, and after reaching manhood de-
cided to eniigrate to the United States,
as thousands of his fellow-countrymen
were doing at that time. He came to
the United States in 1848, and soon after
landing in New York was employed to
cone. to Kentucky to work on the first
railroad ever built in the State—from
Frankfort to Lexington. Soon after
the war he came to llopkinsville and
secured a position a. landscape gindener
at the Western Kentucky Asylum for
the Insane, and he remsinel in that
sitaatipn until two or three years ago,
when he was forced by ill-health and
advenciug age to give it up and take a
muteeneeded rest. Since leaving the
asylum he has been making his home at
different boarding houses in this city
until a few months ago, his ;old friend,
Pat Dalton, married and he then made
his home with him. '
Ti,' Drum was liked by everybody
who knew him. He was an upright,
kind-hearted man, always ready to &s-
ail" anYone u ueod, awl he was as hon-
eet as ;he day is lung; and his word
(vele ajways be depended upon. He
tvas olways a great favorite with his
fellow-workmen at the asylum, who
euvognieed his stetlitig qualities. He
wits always an industrious, hard-work-
ing man, and he took care of his money
mei invested it judiciously, and as a
consequence he was in very comforta-
ble eireinnstances. He was never mar-
ried, had no relatives living—at least
that anyone knows of—and his will,
which was made some tune ago, directs
that after his funeral expenses are paid
all of the remainder of hes, estate shall
go to the Heenan Catholic Cburch, of
which he had front his early childhood
been 0 consistent and devout meenber.
elome persons said this morniug that the
estate! would ameunt to etoutething lik.
$25,000, but several of his intimate
friends say that it will not be more than
live or six !house-el dollars.
Pills Do Not cure.
Pills do not cure ronstipation. They
only aggravate. Karl's Clover Root Tea
gives; perfect regularity of the! bowels.
—For sale byR. 0. Hardwick
Exceedingly Fortunkte.
When Rev. Charter Morris, who is
Rector of Triune Church at Natchez,
Mint., a few days ago employed Miss
Rona White Steinhagen to take the! po-
sition of Distracter in vocal music in the
large Episcopal Female Cellege, of
which he is Presideue her friends in
the Episcopal Chervil in this city re-
joiced iii her good fortune in securing
such a lucrative place, but they regret-
ted very much to have to lose her from
their choir, of wbich elle has for some
time been a meet efficient member, and
they feared that they would not be able
to fill the place, bat they have been
more fortunate than they at first
thought they would be, as. Mime Sitelye
Frankel has consented to fill the Vile-all-
ey that will be. eftesed by Miss Stein-
hagen's departure!. Miss Frankel has
one of the clearest, sweetest and most
highly cultivated VOIOOP inHopkinsville,
and the Episcopaleaus are exceedingly
fortunate in having her to becoine a
member of their choir.
Receives 55 Votes
of a Total of I 3 I
THIS COUNTY'S VOTE.
II If hoNdselly ilelleved nil be 1110011011111
Camditale V/111
•T-
Carlisle 
  
4
Crittenden 
Calloway ...... • ..
Fulton. 
Graves la
Hetiderson
Hepkitut 
Heitman 
Lyon .
Livingston. 
Marshall ., 
McCracken   9
Trigg 
‘T nion 
Webster 
The friends of Judge litaleop are con
fidtint that he will be the Democrat'
candidate for the Appellate bench from
the First Appellate District. He will
go into the convention with fifty-fiv
votes. Sixty-six are necessary to win
and it is nearly certain that he will se-
cure more than this in case either of the
other candidates are dropped.
From the best information that ea
be secured the following is the You o
the counties in the district:
ilia Nue Votes
5
4
2
ti
C
13
11
10
t;
• • •
9 a 1
5
11
10
4
11
,#;
4
r,
is
Is
11
i — — — —
1 Total  et 42 45 181
Returns from all the precincts are in,
exeept from Lantrip's and Bluff Springs.
The results of Saturday's conventions:
Yeoman BI•bop Veto.
Hopkinaville No. 1... 0 3 3
Hopkinsville No. 2 ...0 1
HOpkiusville No. 3....0 3 8
HOpkinsville No. 4....0 4 4
Concord 0 1 1
Pe1nayra es  0 11 3
Ltintrview 0 1 1
Beverly 0 1 1
Caisky 0 1 1
Ocirtionville I 0 2
South Pembroke I 0 9
NOrth Pembroke I 0 V
Bant's Shop. 0 1 1
Newatead   ,,.$ u v
Gamey, 0 9
Kdward's Mill I ti y
lanrry'a /tented Home ii n II
Lafayette ,, , ..... ,.,,U V V
liviiinattaktivn / I I i • s s'' 0 I I
HOWPIII 110,A) V V
WM VW kin. , 
  0 I I
Kept Crofton .0 I I
K Mehool Hottee 0 II 2
Bainbridge . ..... ....Ai V V
lilhffSprings - - 1
Deerwood 1 1
Baker's Mill 0 1 1
I1 rips 
_
- - 1
Total 10 37 49
Precinct conventions will be held in
Christian and in all counties embraced
.the Second Congressional district at
2 o'clock p. m., August 1st, to select
delegates to the county conventions to
be held at the court-houses of the re-
spective counties at two o'clock p. m.,
Aterust 5th, at which time and place
delegates to the district convention, to
be held at Madisonville August 10th will
be named. A Democratic candidate for
Ceingmei will be selected by the Madi-
sonville convention. The delegate vote
of the counties follow:
Christian 12
Hancock 
Hopkins  10
Uuiou  9
Davies. 13
Henderson 
McLean  3
Webster 
otal  62
mOo ittee on Reception for the
Atspellate convention is composed of the
following gentlemen: W. R. Howell,
Chairman: Thos. M. Barker, Alexander
Cempbele George Bradley. It is de-
sired eat the bus:hies§ teen hold &meet-
ing and appoint a committee on general
anrangement.
'Should Judge Bishop be chose. to fill
the vacancy occasioned by the death of
Jedge Grace, of the Court of Appeals.
and these seems little doubt in the mat-
ter, there will be at least fear cande
dotes to sueceed him, says the Paducah!
Standard.
i:Judge J. W. Bloomfield !sometime
Niece announced that in the event Judge
Blishop was elected to the Court of Ap-
peals he would become a candidate to
/tiered him as Judge of the McCracken
(*mutt Court.
Judge W. M. Reed will also be In the
a.will Major Josiah Harris. The
letter wass staked by a Standard reporter
if he! would become a candidate for Cir-
chit Judge should a vacancy exist, and
hie replied that he would.
County Judge Thomas will also no
dipole be in She race. He was seen by a
Italicised reporter late last night, and in
response to his inquiry replied that he
etould be governed in the matter by the
aril vice of his friends. It has long been
said, however, that he would enter the
rime.
BEDLAM BROKE LOOSE
Trouble Norrowly Avoided In
the Populist Convention.
STORM KILLS FIFTY.
hie Wilt Not Accept the Goleite Semi
natter.
St. Louis, Mo., July 25.-2 :15.—Bed-
lam has broken loose in the couventio
hall.
The howls and shrieks of the delegates
ran be heard for squares. The police
appear entirely unable to control the
l
er°Twhetire . was a stampede a few minutes
to Bryan, and the anti-Bryan men
awed trouble in attempting to stop the
rush of votes.
For a while it looked as if a free-for
all fight would take place.
The new chill cure, Dr. Bell's Pepper- 
Things have been quieted down eon-
mint Chill Tonic, looks better, tastes . siderablv, but 
there is much bad feeling.
It is pretty generally believed that
Bryan will be nominated this after-
noon
better, acts better, and is better than
any other. All dealers guarantee it to
cure.
—For sale by R. C. Hardwick
SPLIT THE TICKET.
SPIIVIAL TO NEW ERA.
St. Louis, July 25.—litie middle-of-
road men outgeneraled the Bryan dc'-
Out we
nt in the Populist eouveution yester-
day. After putting through a rtsolo-
tion changing the order of business so
that a candidate for Vice Preundeet
should be nominated before a vandidiste
for President, the sett Bryan element
concentrated their strength to defeat
Mewall for Vier President. In this they
were eueetstefull, Thomas I. %Video'', of
tieiargia, hams iscas, IssisOwl tt4t V10411
PEW11140111 OH Slid Milt Istillusi It Now use.
that Mr Bryan
Wollki 1401 weep. Our iessitimaiuni for
President without Mr. Sewall for his
e running mate. The oouveutiou ad-
ponied till this morning.
The platorru was adopted practically
as reported by the aub-committee.
The silver convention at St. Louis
nominated Bryan and Sewall anu ad•
sjourned sine die without waiting for
the Populist cony 3ntion to act.
FIFTY LIVES LOST.
eteueLte ro sew enej
Denver, Colo., July 25.—The storm
thin swept over Colorado last night was
one of the moat fearful that was ever
known in this part of the country. Fif-
ty lives are known to have been loot
here, and there may be others not yet
known of.
WILL NOT ACCEPT.
[smoke TO SEW ERA.]
Washington, D. C., July 15.—Mum'
bees of gold Democrats in different parts
of the country have been very anxious
for some time:to have Secretary John
U. Carlisle nominated for the
Presidency by the gold men. Sec-
retary Carlisle has at lest
notified of this sentiment in has favor,
and has been aaked to accept the nomi-
nation, but he has declined inftench a
positive manner that there is no doubt
left in the minds of anybody on the
subject. He declined even is give- the
matter any consideration,
GOLD MEN TO MEET.
,I.c(alio the lf,•16 Xra.
Louisville, Ky., July bb.—As it hal
been determined to organise the gold
wing of the Democratic party, the first
estop towards that end will be the melee-
lion of a National Oonanietes,
and for this purpose a oon-
',Dutton will be held at hull-
anoptills. and the delegate" to this imp.
'OSUMI will be lieleeted by the Ifole man
at all the Magee. The gold moo of Kea.
tacky Will, therefore, meet in the city
of Louisville on nett Tuesday And
choose delegates to represent Kent iv My
at the convention to be held at Indian-
apolis.
THE EDDYVILLE PRISON.
[eremite TO NEW ERA]
Fraakfort, Ky.. July 25 —It as stated
by a member of the State, Board of
Sinking Fund Commiamoners that the
Governor will recommend to the Legis-
lature that the k Eddyville prison be
abandoned.
A NEGRO LEAGUE.
esesciel, TO NEW ERA)
Washington, D. C July 25.—A
mittee appointed for the purpose has
met in this city to organise a National
Republican Oolumittee.
corn-
A DEADLY RACE WAR.
Negroes Threats' Proved
Fatal For Them
FIFTEEN ARE KILLED.
The Meat Is Unprecedented and There is Groat
Sellenns &mono the Poor sm
OTHER NEWS BY WIRE TO-DAY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA;
Jasper, Fla, July 27.—For some time
there has been considerable bard feel-
ing between the negroes and whites in
this part of Hamilton county, and last
'night or rather early this morning it
culminated in a terrible riot near this
place, during the progress of which fif-
teen persons we-re killed, and a number
of others were! wounded, some of them
very seriously. Two of the killed are
women.
The tragedy occurred near Ileggard's
turpentine still, where a large number
of negroes are employed, and it had
been expected for some time, and every-
body has gone about with pistols in
their pockets. The negroes have for
some time been threatening to "do up"
the white people, and as there are se
many more negroes than whites in the
neighborhood, the white people have
been very much wrought up over the
matter, and so they determined to at-
tack the negroes and kill a number of
them and in that way quiet the others
down. Last night all the negroes in the
neighborhood were at a "festival," and
the white men, learning that the ne-
groes were discussing plans for an at-
tack, lauded themselves together and
attacked the negroes, taking them by
surprise and killing fifteen and wound-
ing a number of others.
It is feared that this is only the begin-
lug of a race war that will result in a
great deal of bloodshed, as the necrosis
said to be arming themselves for as
attack on the white people. and before
the matter is ended the people of the
entire county will be involved in the af-
fair. The negroes, as a matter of
course. will get the worst of it in the
end, as they always do, but it is hard to
convince them of it. Already white
men from all over Hamiltoo and adeoin-
ing counties are flocking to the scene of
last night's tragedy to waist in putting
down the uegroes. All possible efforts
will be made to settle the affair si about
further bloodshed.
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The Populists "played thunder" when
they nominated Tom Watson.
The efforts of the Republican loaders
to force the tariff question to the front
have failed.
The mere fact that the gold bugs talk
of the advantages of international te-
nietallism shows that they realize that
the single gold standard is deficient.
The new city directory of Chicago
contain? the name's of fifty-four hun-
dred Johnsons and ouly forty-two hun-
dred Smiths. Instead of Mr. Johnson's
turning loose the fellow with a good ex-
cuse, the Chicago directory shows that
he has turned himself loom.
The Democratic petty cannot afford
to make any trade with the Populists
by which any of the Presidential elec-
tors will be given to theurs The Popu-
lists have for years pret tided to want
free salver, and now is a good time to
show them up, if they have not been in
earnest.
During the fiscal year riming with
June 30th exports exceeded imports of
merchandise by $102,000,000. This is
very gratifying to all who are interested
iu the welfare of the country. but very
depressing to orators who have been
preparing to mourn over the calamity of
"an adverse trade balance."
611011w/ Grover has not as yet sent any mes-
sage congratulating Bryan on his nom-
ination. Wonder if Grover will lease
Washington City for the East early in
the morning on which Bryan is to be in-
augurated, as John Adarns did on the
meriting on which Thomas Jefferson
was to be inaugurated itri his suecessor?
Adams could not stand to see Jeffenson
inaugurated.
Clevelaingwrote a letter in 1892 in
which he declared that -an acceptance
of the arbitrament of the National Con-
vention" was "the underlying principle
of party organization." and that "Dem-
ocrats who are not at this tune loyal to
the cause are recreant to their country."
The same holds just as true now as it
aid when he wrote it in le92 during his
own campaign. Evidently Mr. Cleve-
laud has forgotten about having written
that letter.
Connecticut has a new law agairist
the adulteration of food, and the State
agents have found by carefal tests that
the articles most tampered with are cof-
fee, pepper, mustard, maple eyrup, lard,
milk, cream of tartar and honey. Cof-
fee, both ground and unirround. is sub-
ject to imitation and adulteration to a
remarkable extent. It is the opinion of
the Connecticut experts that more than
half the coffee sold iu this country is a
sham and a ewindle.
The lese money there is in the country,
the more valuable will each dollar in
siscuLstion be, and for that rearean the
wealthy claaeres oppose any preposition
to increase the stock of money. With
the free coinage of silver the stock of
ralemption money will be about
doubled, and it would make it just
twice se difficult for the money-sharkers
a the East to "corner" the finances of
the country as it is now, when the en-
tire circulation *based upon a little
more than $900,000,000 of gold.
The Republican newspapers that hope
to prejudice the people against Mr. Wil-
liam Jennings Bryan by trying to belit-
tle him, by calling him a Jacobin, an
anarchist, a repudiationist will find af-
ter awhile that they can not injure him,
as the American's people's love of fair
play can be depended upon when a man
is thas maliciously amailed. Abuse
never defeated a man. If the Republi-
can press can not answer Mr. Bryan's
arguments, it had might as well let him
alone, as it will not make any headway
by abusing him.
_
One of the chief arguments made by
the gold men is that if we should have
. a free coinage law, the .623,000,000 of
gold would be driven out of circulation
at once. There is absolutely nothing in
such an argument. There is now no
gold in circulation in the United States
except about $15,eore000 out on the Pa-
cific,coast the remain, ler of the coantry's
stock of gold being now hoarded in the
bank vaults, and there a will remain,
but it will not be iota t. t he country, as
the banks will simply sae it ae a reserve
to guarantee their cireulation. There-
fore, it will be seen that in the shape of
a reserve it will continue to do duty as
money, m the banks will issue money
against it.
The men who talk of aseeut dollars
forget that at the time silver was de-
monetized the silver in a silver dollar
was worth 103 cents in gold. and that it
was the act of demonetization, destroy-
ing the principal nee to whieh silver
was put, that has brought the silver in
a dollar down to fifty-two or fifty-three
routs. The price of anything, even gold
iteelf, can be reduced by closing its
market. Restore silver to its rightful
place in the currency system-the place
it oeciapied ma a money of final redemp-
tion prior to the demonetization act of
1m7:1 and it will go up iu value
to where it formerly eteod. Gold would
not be worth easy more than silver if the
world had legislated against it as it
has agates, diver.
Morey., a rest difference between
the two conventions that convened at
St. Louis last Wednesday. The Silver
Leaguers were in earneet in their work
for the free coinage of silvt•r as is shown
by the fact that they ince drew up a
platform of only one plank-favoring
the tree and unlimited coinage of silver
at a ratio of 16 to 1-and then indorsed
the nomination of Bryan and Sewall,
the only senaible thing that a friend of
silver could do. The Populists, on the
other hand, met and wrangled, and fi-
nally snap judgment was taken on the
men favoring the indorsement of the
Democrutic ticket and Watson, of Geor-
gia, the same Tom Watson, who, as a
Democratic member of Congress from
Georgia. used to abuse the. Popnlista,
was nom n a ted for V Ice President, be-
fore the nomination of a President was
entered into-something that was never
before done in the national convention
of any party that has ever figured in
the politics of this country-then the
convention was willing to indorse Mr.
Bream The eouree of this Populist
convention shows that really a large
portion of the delegates do not care so
much for the free coinage of silver as
they have been pretending, but are af-
ter getting offices for themselves, and
especially was this shown to be the case
with the delegaten of the far Southern
states. The average Southern delegate
went to St Louis hoping te get !some
"stuff" in return for his indorsement oe
eryen and Sewall. and ace the Demo-
s:foie teenagers would not pay them
tees thing. they did all they cotfld-eplit
the tickets
The solidity of the South will be
maintained anti strengthened. Demo-
crats of the South have just cause to
fear Republicans, and know that their
State and home governments are in dan-
ger if the Administration and Congress
are dominated by syndicate policiee en-
gineered by Mark Hanna.
_
 _
McKialey does not represent any view
of any Democrat, and it is impossible to
see on what ground a Democrat of any
sort could vote for him. A vote for
McKinley is a vote to put the whole
taxing power of the Federal Govern-
ment into the hands of Hanua and a
number of protected manufacturerm
whom be represents.
The New York newspapers have at
last been forced to acknowledee that the
free wilier movement is something more
than au uprising of the silver mine. ow n•
ers. Right in New York St tie there
are more free silver advocates than in
any of the Western States in which' the
silver minee are located. Nor; is it
simply a craze, as it is indorsed bY Some
of the leading financiers of the country.
Expecience has shown that the Demo-
crats legislate for the. benefit of
all the people. but the Repub-
licans legislate alone. for the benefit of
the Republican party, and tee keep it in
power. Knowing this. Southern Demo-
crats will stay in the party under any
and all circumstances. Sad experience
and years of heavy tax-paying have
shown them the effects of Republican
rule.
A vote oast for a gold bug Democratic
ticket trould be the same thing as a vote
for McKinley, and under the circum-
stances it is not easy to see why men
who oppoite Bryan do not vote directly
for the Ohio man, as by doing that they
could feel, in case of his election, that
they had been instrumental in increas-
ing the tariff, and in putting a men into
the White House who favored the pas-
sage of force bills and other legislation
of a similar nature.
The voters of Christian :minty should
not forget that there will be precinct
congentions all over this Congressional
district next Saturday at 2 o'clock for
the purpose of expressing a choice be-
tween Dr. John D. Clardy, of Christian
county, and Mr. Lawrence P. Tanner,
of McLean county, for the Democratic
nomination for Congress. The county
conventions will be held ou next Mon-
day, and on Wednesday the district con-
vention will be held down at Madison-
ville. Mr. Tanner will carry his own
county, McLean, and Dr. Clardy will
receive the instructions of the remain-
ing seven counties of the district.
Ex-Gov. Robt. L. Taylor in a epeech
delivered over in Tennessee a few days
ago said: "The time has come when
we must fight for our homes; the time
has come when we must throttle this
unholy legislation in favor of the classes
and against the masses, or they will
throttle us. We must stop this Govern-
ment partnership with the money
power; we muet teach thee, financial
gamblers who produce nothing, and do
nothisg except to loll in their office and
aud watch the ebb and flow of the
golden tides, that they cannot ride on
the becks of the American people any
longer."
The election of McKinley would mean
the erithmnement of Hanna, the.apothe-
osis of trtist.s. No Democrat whether
he be for gold or for silver ought to con-
tribute to such a result. The electiou
of McKinley would be ;the gravest pos-
sible disaster to the nation, as it would
put is power a little ring of grasping
millienaires of the middle West, who
would profit mightily by their power.
It would also do great harm by Making
it apparent that a candidate of the peo-
ple, a poor man standing on popular
platform, could not be elected President
of the United States in the face of the
oppoeition of the forces of consolidated
capital.
The money-eharks of the East had
better force all the bond issues that they
desire before the 4th of next March, be-
cause after that time Mr. Wm. J. Bryan
will occupy the position now filled by
Mr. Stephen Grover Cleveland, and Mr.
Bryan is not in favor of bond issues. es-
pecially when there is silver in Uncle
Sam's strong box, and when the law in
regard to the matter does uot say "gold,"
but says "coin," and when a good many
seneible people have gotten into their
heads the idea that silver is -coin" and
that it would be just as proper to give
the Esutern Shylocks silver lie it would
be to give them gold when they come
for the purpooe of depleting the Tress-
ary and forcing a bond sale.
When McKinley failed and made an
assignment about eighteen mouths or
two years ago, a syndicate of manufac-
turers at the head of which was Mark
Hanna. paid the great protectionist's
debts-taking up $118,000 worth of his
notes of hand. This syndicate then put
thome notes in their vault, and after
holding a mooed meeting determined
to at once go to work and secure the
Republican nomination for the Presi-
dency for him, so as to place the tariff
as high as they pleased, and in that way
rob every man, woman and child in the
country. They knew that if McKinley
shoeld be elected he would not be able
to refuse to grant any request that they
made of him, first because, of the grati-
tude that he felt towards them for pay-
ing his debts and allowiug hint to re-
tain all his property, and in the second
place because he would be so griteful to
them for securing his nomination and
election, and in the last place because
thee could and would hold them $118,-
000 worth of his uncaneelled! hotes of
haud over his head in ease the first two
reailons mentioned herein ithoeld fail to
move him. It will be seen at 4 glance
that McKinley, poor fellow, * bound
haud and foot by these unscrupulous
matiufecturers who had no other remon
for paying $118,000 of his debts than
the belief that they coald put in more
money and buy enough votee to elect
th4ir victim and then make him nse all
the influence of the Chief Executive
Office of the nation to have Ole tariff
placed at such figuress as would enable
them to become zeoitirousiv wealthy in
four years. If McKinley had refused
toellow these manufacture.rs to pay hie
debts, had allowed his property to be
sold, and hmi then entered the Presi-
destial race unhampered he might have
stood Nome chance of being elected, but
under the existing circumstances the
peeple cannot afford to support him, be-
came by doing so they would simply
be placing the taxing power of the Fed-
eral Government in the hands of theee
unscrupulous manufactaress of the
West, AP they have sucn a hold on the
Buckeye politician that he ecruld not re-
fuse to do their bidding.
STATIC OF OHIO, CITY OF TOLEBO, /
"*LUCAS CoUNTY.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing buiiineme in the
ciW of Toledo, county and State afore-
mid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of One Hundred Dollars for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cere. FRANK J. intiverze.
Sworn to before me and mnbecribed in
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. D., laS6.
gt—AL 
A. W. G IAA SON ,
Notary Public.
's fletarrh Care is taken inter-
nelly and acts directly on the blood and
moceme surfaces of the system. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CIFIZNEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the beet.
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Democrats everywhere should get to- It is bard to understand hy the Re
gether aed work and vote for the notui- publicans should be so hard on the Ad
Dees of their party, the party that is I ministration, as it stands with them.
The preeent tariff is 33 per cent.
higher than the Republican war tariff,
yet Mr. McKinley wante to make it
higher still. He'll not get a chance.
Mr. Bryan has not yet received that
letter of congratulation fmm President
Cleveland. Probably the latter thinks
it would be a violation of the civil ser-
vice regulations.
Col. W. C. P. Breckinridge evidently
believes all the gold bug rot about a
fifty-cent dollar, and bolts the Demo-
cratic platform because he doee not
want to pay Miss Pollard what he owes
her in a depreciated currency.
Senator Stewart, of Nevada, gays that
the nomination of Tom Watson for the
Vice Presidency on the Populist ticket
was secured by a free use of .McKinley
money. Nobody for a moment doubts
this statement of Senator Stewart's.
The banters of the East will not
again allow the gold reserve in the
Treasury to fall below the 1100,000,000
mark until after the November election,
became they recognize that the single
gold standard receives a very black eye
every time the reeerve falls below the
amount required by law, but if McKin-
ley ehould happen to win, these bankers
would be in clover, as they would have
four yeans more in which to raid the
Treasury and force bond sales whenever
they felt like doing so.
The people who live South of the
Ohio river cannot afford to leave the
Democratic party or help the Republi-
cans under any circumstances whatever.
The candidates and the platform may
not snit everybody. Nothing was ever
ordained to suit everybody, but the
Democratic party under any and all cir-
cumstances is to mach better than the
Republican party-therefore, everybody
should aid the Democracy in its present
tight against the forces of consolidated
capital, feeling assured that they will
be doing the best thing for their coon-
try.
The business failures in the United
States for the first six months of this
year ntunbered 7,602, and are the largest
on record. The iucrease compared with
lelet and 1895 is 15 and 16 per cent. res-
pectively, and compared with 1E03,
with two months of panic included, it
is 22 per cent. The total liabilitioe of
the failing individuals, firms and cor-
porations amounted to $105,535,000.
Thia amount has been exceeded only
twice in like periods-in the panic years
1884 and 1893. The circumstances of
the failures mark the half year as a
period of abnormal business embarrass-
ments.
By protecting the Tremary gold re-
serve at the present time the bankers of
the East have shown that they really
control the finances of the nation, and
people are beginning to see that these
bankers are the men who are response-
ble for the country's troubles in a great
measare, as they could have protected
the treasury reserve in the cases where
bonds were issued if they had felt in-
clined to do en. Again, the mere fact
that the Eastern bankers make raids
and deplete the gold reserve or protect
it and keep it in tact at their own pleas-
ure shows that the single gold staudard
is a very bad thing for the country, and
that our financial eystem should be
changed in toto just as soon as possible
-and the sooner, the better.
It seems now to be quite certain that
the gold Democrats-or rather some of
them-will hold a convention to place
candidates for President and Vice Pres-
ident in the field who will oppose the
Chicago platform. This, it is said, has
been agreed upon, but a stampede iu
Democratic ranks has not followed. On
the contrary, within the party there is
a decided intention shown to stand by
the nominees. In the Eastern States,
where the defection was supposed to be
strongest, Democrata who do not like
theChicago platform are falling into liue
and giving their support to the ticket.
By November the party voicing the
people'a protest will have reclaimed
nearly all of those who are now disap-
pointed and iuclined to meke wer upon
the party.
The Republican party has no monet-
ary policy. So far it has not offered
any solution of the financial conditions
that now exist, but has simply content-
ed itself with proclaiming that the sin-
gle gold standard must be maintained.
TheRepublican campaign orators should
explain to the people how the Republi-
can party expects to maintain the gold
standard and at the same time put an
end to the exceedingly mealy policy of
selling bonds every time the money-
sharks choose to deplete the gold re-
serve. The truth of the business ie the
Republicans have no remedy to offer,
but would simply trust to luck if they
should get charge of the Government as
the moult of the November election,
which. however, does not at the present
time seem likely.
No man in public to-day is more en-
tirely Democratic by nature than is
William ,lennings Bryan, the "Boy Or-
ator of the Platte." Hie life has always
been as plain and as above-board as it is
possible for any man's life to be. The
humblest citizen in all the land finds
Mr. Bryan as easily reached, as does the
richest ; in fact, the whole of his politi-
cal life, which has been short, by-the-
way, has been devoted to "the people's"
interest, beeu spent fighting the battles
of the great masses, looking after and
advosating such public measures as
would ameliorate the hard lot of the
homey-handed sons of toil, were they
°elected into laws as this brilliant young
Democrat desires them to be. The
people ought not, nor will they vote
against William J. Bryan for the Preei-
dency, and having elected him once,
they will be anxious te give him a gee-
ond tenn, but already he has said that
one term as President is all that any
man ought to desire or accept.
If a man will carefully go over the list
of real leaders of the Poplist party, he
will readily see that the entire list, with
very few exception*, ie made up of men
who have Leen candidates and who
have failed tea get offices in either of the
old parties and who have gone into the
new party with the hope of being elec-
ted to some office as a reward for having
deserted the party that had deemed
them unfit to fill public offices. This
does not apply, however, to the rank
and file of the party, in which there are
thousands upon thousands of honeet
men who believe what these sordid lea-
den tell them about political matters,
and because the rank and file is com-
posed in great measure of honest men,
it behoovee the Democracy to do all in
its power to show these men the utter
hopelessness of the cause %het they ad-
vocate, and induce them, if possible, to
to vote for Bryan, a man who is "one of
the people," if there ever waa such a
man nominated for the Presidency.
Cupid breaks his bow at the sight of a
face full of pimples. Hollow cheeks,
sunken eyes, and a narrow sallow com-
plexion will defy his beat intentions.
Beauty is more than skin deep. The
skin is merely the surface on which is
written in plain characters the condition
of the body. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medi-
cal Discovery is good for the complexion
because it makes the whole body
healthy-because it clears and purifies
the blood, makes the digestion strong
and clears out impurities of all kinds.
By inereming the ability to aasimilate
nutritions food, and by the infusion of
its own ingredients it enriches the blood
and so makes solid, healthy flesh. It
cures diseases of the lunge, liver, stom-
ach, bowels, skin and scalp, simply be-
cause all theme dimmer, swing from the
same Caillee-It. disordered digestion and
consequent impure blood,
_Aitommoomm _
MR. GEORGE STREET RESIGNS.
Mr. R. H. Deareville Elected Cashier of the
Bank of Hopkinsville.
Owing to the continued illness of his
wife, Mr. George P. Street ye.sterday
informed the directors of the Bank of
Hepkinsville that he ean not aecept the
position of cashier of the bank tendered
him lest week.
A meeting of the directors was called
at eleven o'clock yeeterday and Mr.
R. li. DeTreville was elected cashier.
This selection will meet with gen-
eral approval. Mr. DeTreville is ono
of the best business men and
moat expert accountants in the city.
For several years be has been connected
with the Crescent Milling Company in
the capacity of cashier, and at all times
discharged the difficult duties of the
place iu a highly satisfactory manner.
He ia a gentleman of plemant addreee,
which combined with his excellent busi-
ness sense will add to the popularity of
the bank.
THE PRIZES OFFERED.
What the Hopkinsville Library Associ-
ation Will Give Away.
There are quite a number at work for
the first three prizes offered by the Li-
brary Association to those selling the
the greatest number of season tickets
for the lecture course. As yet no one
has entered for the prize given to the
girl ander sixteen who sells the greatest
number of tickete. This prize is $5.00 in
cash, and should cause quite a number
to contest for it.
The complete list of prizes is as fol-
lows:
First prize--$10.00 in caeh to the one
selling the greatest number of tickets.
Second prize-$5 00 in cash to the one
selling the next greatest number.
The above tivo can be competed for by
any one.
A special prize to the girl under six-
teen who will sell the greatest number
of seaaon tickets.
To all others who sell twenty or more
tickets a season ticket will be given for
each twenty tickets sold.
The contest will close Sept. 1st.
All those who deoire to try for these
prizes should go at once to either Dr.
Stites or Elgin's drug store and get
cards and have their names registered
as contestants.
AN UNKNOWN WHITE WOMAN.
Set Upon by a Gang of Toughs at Barns-
ley.
-..lea43;13114almssarstaesesesteeseesseesse
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" Cut Down Expenses."
IlleAx
PLUG
•
A woman knows what a bargain
really is. She knows better than a man.
"BATTLE AX " is selected every time
by wives who buy tobacco for their hus-
bands. They select it because it is an honest
bargain. It is the biggest in size, the
smallest in price, and the best in quality.
The 5 cent piece is almost as large as the
10 cent piece of other high grade brands.
pv."
si ory R epeats I tself,4
By Mrs. Hattie H. Jones.
dap-
1 Written for the Nyw ERA.)
Reading thee little biography of Jos-
eph. we recorded in "The. Beautiful
Story." we find that he was the favorite.
sou of Jacob by his beleved wife Rachel.
Notwithstanding his faults it is 'true,
but more "abundantly blest than most
(The maaieenviiie Twiee-a-wesk mail.) boys; thne, he became the object o the
Marshal Harris, of Barnsley, a small most bitter envy and hatred his
station six miles South of this place, ar-
rived here yesterday about six o'clock.
having in custody five young men of
that place, Mack Smith, Ed. Clements,
Ed. Hall, William Lacey and James
Jennings, charged with attempted rape
on the person of an unknown woman
who was passing through Barneley,
afoot Friday.
They were remanded to jail to await
examining trial, which takes 'dace this-
afternoon.
It seems that the woman was accoetted
by some young man who made an in-
decent propoesal, which was promptly
resented, Whereupon she was set upon
by the crowd, who disrobed her and in
doing so lacerated her tender flesh with
their finger nails and occasionally hit-
ting and kicking her for thwarting
them in their hellish designs.
Beating her until she became ex•
haunted they sneaked away, leaving her
for dead.
It is claimed that some of those ar-
rested are innocent, which will be seen
at the examining trial.
One young fellow by the name of
Will Ashop, who wae foremost among
the gang, made his escape, and as yet
has not been apprehended.
FORMER CITIZEN'S MISFORTUNE.
James Stites Well-Known and Widely
Related Here Received Fatal Injuries.
Dr. Frank M. Stites, of this city, re-
ceived a dispatch from Owensboro Tues-
day stating that his nephew, JitilieS
Stites. of Nashville, had been fatally
htuit in a railroad wreck.
The dead man was a native of Chris-
tian county and a son of Mr. William
Stites of Nashville, formerly of Hop-
Young Stites was a brakeman on a
freight train on the Louisuille, Hender-
son aud St. Louis railroad. While the
train was pulling into owensboro the
locomotive struck a cow, and after run-
ning nine car lengths was derailed, tak-
ing with it three flute loaded with Saw
logs, consigned to a wheel factory of
that city. Brakeman Stites was fear-
fully injured, his right leg being broken
in three place's once at the hip and
twice below the knee. He was other-
wise badly bruised. He was conveyed
to Dr. Stinuan's sanitarium where he
was given surgical attention, but he
soon died. Engineer Andrew Zirkle, of
Cloverport, pulling the train, jumped
nom his engine, sustaining a badly
sprained ankle, but was otherwise not
injured. Conductor E. L. Hall and
Fireman Frank Hull (escaped without
injury.
DEATHS FROM HEAT.
esenciae TO NEW mid
Louisville, Ky., July 30.-The heat is
simply awfal. The reports from differ-
ent parts of the State /Mow the same to
be true all over it. There have to-day
beeu twelve deaths in this city and other
parts of the State-all eine to the heat.
The signal service bureau slays that it
will be cooler to-morrrow.
Quite Sick.
One of Dr. Frank Stitee' little boys is
quite eick-ieuffering from something
like typooid fever.
Dr. Price's Cream baking Powder
Warfare Pair MONS Medal ead Dtpleine.
Gladness Comes
with a better understanding of the
v r transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort ie
the knowledge, that so many forms Of
sickness are not due to any actual dies
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleaaant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Ita beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it le t he
one remedy which promotes iaternal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chaae, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
lf in the enjoyment of geed health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual diseaee, one
may be commended to the meet Mall:ill
physicians, but if In need of a laxative.
one should hsve tne best, and with the
well-informed everywhere, Syrup of
Figs stands highest and s !wet largely
P.M and giv ex mos' vele:rid eetisiac'.1ore
.-eneseee.
brothers, who at last became so desper-
ate as to determine to take his life.
Acting. however, upon the suggeetion
of one brether perhaps little less cruel
than the rest, we have seen how Joseph
was sold to the Midianite merchants,
and, after weary years in prison, stepped
out into freedom, henceforth
clothed in the fine purple of
never once failing to give God the
be
alty,
glory
declaring that all his power comeslfrom
Him. Read the story, boys. The
reason I am so much impressed
time is that I have in mind ONE
part..atliiairs
old story of Joseph at this
ROY, who, in being the object of
cruelest envy and hatred, is a veritable
Joseph. The bitter shafts froni this
bow of envy strike him from hidden,
darkeued corners, and as they pierce
Iiim, we who wateh him closely call see
how, "like. sole wounded dove who
drops a wing Over her bleeding side so
that the world may not know that, the
arrow is indeed within ;" so this pre-
cious boy would fain conceal from lov-
ing eyes that the. cruel arrows have.
bruised and wounded his proud, !sensi-
tive spirit. When the. brothers of
Joseph, eleven in number, returned to
their father, they had the. tale so *Patty
woven as to effectually deceive dui aged
and loving father. Carrying to him
and laying before hint the little brightly
end coat, all dyed in the blood ef a
kid, slain for their base purpose, believ-
ing his boy had been killed by some rav-
enous beast, Jacob mourned him as
dead. The deep grief of their father
could not move those wicked brothers to
retract their false statemeuts, acknowl-
edge their own guilt and heal the. broken
heart by telling the aged parent of
Joseph's safety and whither he had
gone. See the picture, ! Eeeves boys
all at once testifying to a lie as black we
their black souls could iuvent. Not lit-
tle boys either-but young mete even
the. youngest of them 'Tis a dig* pic-
ture to streteh before you, render, I
know, and oh how sad the fact 'tie just
the same to-day ! Show me a fair, he-
roic, truthful, genial, gallant, brave,
prond-spirited boy. One the, oid men
approve, the old ladies admire awl cite
as an example worthy the imitation of
other boys; that young ladies compli-
ment and encourage because he is nice,
courteous and refined in his mannene
(you know bleed and breedieg will
tell,) then that ley becomes the, target
for the arrows of eery. and if one boy
will just isay the little fellow is d ail, all
the others will step up and with state-
ment upen their lips that can on have
for its author the`'Prince of Dar nese,"
yea, if necessary, they would eve slay
an innocent "kid" to dip the coa of the
little hero they so intensely hate in the
blood, and bring ars an evideuc or a
trophy, and oh, God, have ni ! 'tis
not always little boys, lads who re cap-
able of this, but now and then, trite a
young man is guilty of the I same.
Joseph's story is a seed one-ee if at
the end of twenty years we
locked in his father's embrace, el ehnieul
self rules over a great nate We
know he never forgot-yes, he fiergave
lent could he. forget the great wee g
dene him, jnst when life. slum have
been rosy aud bright to him? h! no,
these sorrows, even if they a lifted
that a crown of royelty be phu upon
the brow. the long blackeihadowlingeN,
mute reminder of a furnaee ' passed.
One grand, Christian woman sald to me
in discaseing this Jeseph-like story:
-Yes, le. will be a grand cha;cter if
he. heroically endnres it all, he ill rise
above it after a time." And so I would
say to him and to any other e stoic
THUS PERSECUTED:
Be true to yourself little man,[
But first be true. to your God ;
Do your duty as well as you can-
His FAVORITES pass under the rod.
Never mind these arrows of hate,
You're. safe in the "Rock that was
riven ;"
'The martyre early and late,
Must swell the numbers ill Heaven.
Be true to the laet little man,
To the principles bred in the bone;
Let them do the worat that they can,
For your wrongs the Lord will at-
tone.
Just be like Joseph of old-
These arrows cannot strike you
down ;
When God sees you are purest of gold
He will give you the purple and
erown.
Pee Dee, Ky.. July 2S, IS911.
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DELICATE WOMEN
1311.4%.3D FIE X.AD'IM
FEMALE
REGULATOR.
IT IS SUPtliB TONIC and
exerts a wonderful influence in
strengthening her system by
driving through the proper chan-
nel all impurities. Health and
strength are guaranteed to ['cult
from Its use.
My wife was bedridden for eirhteen Months,
atter using BRADFIELD'S lor MALE iteu1S-
LAToit for two months. IA Bet,,,of Cell.-
J. IC JOHNSON, Slattern, Ark.
BRAMIELD Co., ATLANTA. VA.
hid ki all Druggists at SI 00 per MASA
. eetesst
DIED YESTERDAY.
Col. John Dabney Morris
Passes Out From Life.
A LONG LIFE ENDED.
Col. Morris Was Very Prominent During the
Da)s of the Texas Republic.
Everybody who knew Col. John D.
Morris will learn with deep sorrow that
he died yesterday aftsrnoon at the home
of his son-in-law, 'Squire Thomas M.
Barker. While he hild been in bad
health and had been quite feeble for
several years, his death yesterday was a
surprise to his daughter and grandchil-
dren, who were at his bedside.
Col. John Dabney Morris was born in
Hauover county, Va., .Tanuary 21sth,
1816, and was of English and Welsh
deseent. HL-I parents being very
wealthy, he was eclueated at home by
private tutirs until he became old
enough to attend thetniversity of Vir-
giuia, where het graduated in 1834. He
then decided to adopt the law as a pro-
fession, and consequently he en-
tered the office of Judge Lomax at Fred-
ericksburg. and after studying a year.
was admitted to the bar and located in
Madison county, Mississippi, but he did
not remain there very long before he
eletermined tee go to Texas and join the.
Texans in their t•fforts to fret. thein•
selves from the. Met ie.an yoke. He en-
tom! the Texas army as a private, but
soon became a Lieutenaut-Colonel,
and in thut capacity he
ettgaged in the. battle of San Jacinto;
eubeequently, was, with the famous
Hays Texae Rangers, in other engage-
ments. and was finally mustered out
when the independenee of T.exas was
acknowheiged ley the Mexican Govern-
ment. When this war closed he settled
in San Antonio, and resumed the prac-
tice of law, and was very successful.
H.. became Atterney General, and also
served se.veral tenni; in the. Texas Con-
gress. In 18-12 he was sent as a Com-
missioner to Mexico to settle the boun-
dary difficulties thut had existed since
the independenee ref Texas was ac-
knowledged. In 1s41 he came te Ken-
tucky to look after a very large estate
that he had inherited from his ances-
tors, and since that time he. had made
his home. iu this State, and a great por-
tion of the time in Hopkiusville and
Christian county, where he was highly
esteemed by everpbody who ever knew
him. In 1849 he was elec-
ted ley the people of this eternity
to a seat in the Convention that made
the Constitutiou that served the State
until the. change a few years ago, and
he was regarded as one. of the ablest
men in that Convention, in which there
were so many able. men. When the
war between the States began, Col.
Morris ut once cast his lot with the Con-
federacy, and was, by chance, placed as
a Colonel upon the stuff of Gen. John
S. Williams, the same officer upon
whose staff he had served in the war
with Mexico, and whom he had not
sieen mime. thee Mexican-Texas war
closed. He was tie. Colonel of u cavalry
regiment, and participated in mime of
the most importaut battles of the war.
He was onee senteneed to death, lint
through the efforts of President Jeffer-
son Davis was filially exchanged.
After the war, having lest all of his
immense estate in Christian county and
edseele.re, lie. moved to Leuisville, and
for several years held a very lucrative
place am Tobacco Inspector.
Ill 'Nis or 1S69 (Ad. Morris removed to
Hopkinsville, and with the aesistance of
Hon. Asher Graham Cal ut le est ablished
the WEF.KLY KENTUt 'KY New ERA,
which he edited for eeveral years, and
finally sold. He was for several years
Master Couunissioner of the. Christian
Circuit Court, to wheal office he, was ap-
pointed by the late Judge John R.
Grace.. For the past ten years or more
his health was such that he could not
engage in any kind of business.
ls-15 Col. Morris was married to
Miss Margaret Lewis Merriwether,
daughter of Dr. Charles Merriwether,
of Albemarle county, and to them were
born throe ehileiren, Sichard E. Morris,
a eommission nierchant at Memphis,
Mary, who married Thomas M. Barker,
and Fanuie, who 'parried Mr. McCrea,
of M eni phis, Richard E. and
Mrs. Thos. Barker survive their father.
No man ever resided iu Christian
(lenity who was more popular than war
Col. John D. Morris. lie was genial in
his mainiene, broad and liberal in his
views, and he was genemus almost to a
fault. lie was a type of the old Vic.
wines gentleman. Ile was a kind and
devoted husband, au affectionate father,
and in his friend/mite; he ware us true. as
steel, and these were the qualities that
macie him so popular. Ile was a man
of murices] ubility, and was a
good lawyer, although he did not
devote mauy years of his life to the
practice, us he. hua sufficient meanie dur-
ing most of his life to live without de--
meeting upon his profession. The. death
of such a man is a great loss to the
community, and especially to his friends
wItio loved Ilia* so we.11. REQUIESCAT IN Long. Mary Blackwell, Meters Eugene
Arnistead. Charles PrOttee, Alex OverP.1( E.
shiner, James McClure-, Thomas Tandy.The funers1 will oecur toltlay at Mer-
ryville. Ci he, • of Dr. Merriwether, Herbert Erna, Robert West and Gabe
near Guthrie. ,eer ter l.'s fnneral
has taut ut Les- eattiu-suoil ueuu. ray ue.
aes --ea as. asses- -esseriatakaler
ARRANGEMENTS MADE.
The Appellate Convention
Meets To-Morrow.
LARGE ATTENDANCE.
B shop and Yeaman Headquarter; Established
at Hotel Latham.
The convention that meets in this city
to-day to nominate a Desec-
crutie candidate for Judge of the
Court of Appeals for the First
district, promisee to be one of
the most largely attended and
interesting amemblage of a political
character held in this end of the State
in years. Just at this time when there
are so few offices iu old rock-ribbed
Kentucky to which a nomination is
equivalent to election, there is a special
interest felt in a candidate seeking such
a nomination. This Appellate district
comprises the counties that have for
years been known as the Gibraltar of
Kentucky Democracy.
It is too early to make any predictions
but it is generally believed that Judge
Bishop's chances are the best.
The, eourt-house has been definitely
determined on as the place for the hold-
ing of the convention. The circuit
court room will be sufficiently large to
hold the delegatea. Wed. morning the
seats were arranged for the various del-
egations and designated by placards.
The benchui on the North section of
seats will be occupied by Yeaman dele-
gates, beginning at the railing and go-
ing backwards as follows: Hopkins,
Union, Webster, Lyon. In the next
division, bounded by the main aisle, the
delegations from Henderson, Trigg and
Crittenden will be located. Across the
aisle., on the South side of the building,
seats have, been marked for McCracken,
Marshall, Caldwell and Christian. In
the, next section are Ballard, Hickman,
Livingston and Calloway. The jury
box and the benches directly in the rear
have been reierved for the delegations
from Carlisle and Graves county.
Judge Bishop's headquarters will be
at Hotel Latham. A suite of rooms was
engaged for him last week. He arrived
in the city last night.
The first delegate to the Appellate
convention to come to the city was Hon.
J. D. Moequet, of Paducah. He is one
of Judge Bishop's chief lieutenants.
Mr. Mocquet is confident that Judge
Biellop will be the next Appellate Judge
from this district.
Judge Malcom Yearnan's headquarters
will be at Hotel Latham. Most of his
friends have already come to town,
but the majority will arrive at neon to-
day. Among the Henderson people
who will be here to "pull" for him are:
John L. Dorsey, James F. Clay, S. B.
Vance, R. D. Vance, H. M. Stanley, M.
Merritt, R. H. Cunningham, A. T. Dud-
ley, Bona Hill, Posey Ball, W. J. Mar-
shall, P. Manion, W. H. Bailey, J. A.
Prime W. H. Negley, John F. Lockett,
Judge M. C. Givens, S. A. Young, GOO.
White, J. H. Hart, T. H. Beverley, F.
Haag, Frank Sagg, Johu A. Lyne, Joel
L. Pneet, Tom Wateon, W. I. Thomp-
son, Robt. Dixon, Posey Marshall, S. D.
Harris, John Lambert, Tom Buckner,
Elijah Sellers, J. E. Hickman, J. T.
Hopkins, R. S. Eastin, David Banks,
Henry Barrett, A. Brooks, W. B. Pente-
cost, Phelps Sasseen, S. K. Sneed. E. O.
Ward, John W. Lockett, Jas. Banks.
The Henderson Gleaner says that any
disposition on the part of the people of
Henderson county to knife Dr. Clardy
because Christian county instructed for
Judge, Bishop would lie uncalled for,
and should riot be serioasly considered
for a moment.
"Christian comity wan irrevocably for
Judge Bishop for reasons Dr. Clardy
could not undo and yet mee how fair Mr.
Yeaman was treated by his opponents,
says the Gleaner.
"As before said Christian county, un-
der the unit rule, eould have cast a solid
vote for Bishop, but the Bishop men de-
eided not to take advantege of the unit
rule and let Mr. Yeaman have his three
votes and three delegates. Could any-
thing be fairer, in fact a-hen has a par-
ty with a clear majority and custom in
its favor ever acted with so much fair-
ness?
The, action of Fulton county in in-
structing for Judge White Monday is
merely a compliment to that gentlenian.
In the convention at Hopkinsville the.
Fulton delegates will go over to Judge
Bishop, when it becomes apparent that
onr favorite man cannot receive the
nomination.-Fulton Democrat.
Among the delegates who are coming
to Hopkinsville to work for Judge White
are the followiug from Fulton county:
R. H. Binferd, S. W. puten, John S.
Belt, P. M. McFarland, J. C. Flournoy
and T. N. Smith ; alternates--J. C.
Wearn, Mott Ayers. Hiram Kirby, M.
D. Johnson, D. E. Wilson and W. P.
Taylor.
The following persons from Trigg
county will be here to-day to cast
the vote of that county for Judge
Bishop: Fenton Sims. J. E. Kelly, R.
A. Burnett, Robt. Crenshaw, Ben D.
Terry, Guy Dunning, Frank Ladd, Alex
Grace.. John Blankeuship, R. C. Kens-
ely, John C. Dabney, Alex Wallace,
Lewis Garnett, Robt. Williams, Thos.
Wadlington, John Kelly, J. J. Thomax,
J. P. Watson, W. H. Hancock, W. B.
Waellington and T. J. Guthrie.
Yesterday a large crowd of dele-
gates to the appellate convention ar-
rived in the city.
Judge Malcolm Yeaman, of Hender-
son, and Judge J. D. White, of Bard-
well, eanie to town on the. same train.
Among the Paducah delegation are
Col. Dow Husbands, ex-Sheriff Dick
Holland, W. R. Bishop and Joe Bishop,
sons of Judge Bishop; Harry G. Tandy,
Thos. E Mom, W. G. ',Morrow, J. W.
Fisher, J. D. Wilcox and W. F. Brad-
shaw.
In the crowd from Henderson, are
City Attoiney Janies F. Clay, Hon.
John L. Dorsey, and Judge John Lock-
ett. Some of the. other well•known inen
are J. W. White, of Bardwell ; Joe W.
Bennett, of Clinton ; .1. A. Spalding, of
Morganfield ; John L. Smith, of Eddy-
ille ;W. F. Drury.of Morganfield ; John
L. Parham, of Bardwell ; Judge W. M.
Reed, of Benton.
EVENING OF MUCH PLEASURE.
A Number of Hopkinsville Person• En-
joy the Musical at Julien.
A number of Hopkinevillei young
people went to Julien Wed. night to at-
tend a 'nuttiest given at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Stowe.
The entertainment wax one. of the
pleasantest that has ever taken place in
Sleuth Christian. About thirty couples
were present. A intuit-al pregram of
rare- merit was rendered. During the
evening delicious refresihmeuts were
served.
Among the guests from Hopkinsville
were: Misses Mary Flack, Elizabeth
Ow arra> • tr.r.o..„;.
4
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7-DAY - WONDER - SALE
Begins Saturday, August 8th
With the most marvelous bargain attractions of
modern times. Watcn next issue for particu-
lars, and be promptly on hand at 9 o'clock, Aug.
8th, and for seven days thereafter.
ARtcxtRk5 or Nct\ yc&\
SaveMoney
Drop in to my store and I will save you money in
Fancy and Staple Dress Goods,
Dress Trimmings. Wash Dress Goode,
Men's Furnishing Goods,
Ladies' Underwear,
Lace Curtair s,
Parasols, Carpets, Mattings,
Linoleums, Oil Croths,
and Foot Mate
and every line of goods to be had in a first-e1688 dry goo la
establishment can be found at lowest prices at
T. M. JONES'.
'Will close out at WHOLESALE COST all my
spriffg and summer wool Dress Goods, all my r-hirst
and all my Ladies' Misses and Children's Shoes and
-flippers. This June 10th, 1596.
Buy your
shhes at the
Racket and get
them repaired
free.
Misses and
Boys Shoes
50c and up.
Ladies
Oxfords
35c, 39c, 49c,
69C to $1.25.
Mens Shoes
b0c, $1, $1.19,
$1.49 $1.69 to
$3.98.
Special From
Our Shoe De-
partment
sh es p u r-
cba,e1 f)f us
b .144,2 -
c=c1 u 1 b • e
they A .p.
You get your
shoes sewed
up free when
you buy of
us.
If they r i p
bring them
back we will
sew them free
of charge.
Babys Shoes
22c.
"The
Rackt"
.1. N. KTGLER. Hoetinsville.
LADIES SHOES
79c to $2.19.
We have our
own m'chine
and shoe
makers. We
fix shoes free
TENNESSEE POPS.
Reezciat. ro NEW zee]
Nashville, Tenn., July 28.-The Pop-
abets of Tenntiesee held their State con-
vention here tn-day. There is talk of
proposing fueiten rith the silver Demo-
crate on the electoral ticket, in consider-
ation of Populist support of the Demo-
cratic State tioket, but neither side is
anxious for fusion. The Democrata
think they cite carry the State without
Populist aid, mid the Populists want to
lteep up their organization.
A SUICIDE.
[SPECtAL TO NEW ERA:1
RussellvilleS Ky., July 27.-At Cor-
inth, a small place a few miles from
this town, Phil Beauchamp, a promi
nent and ropular citizen, committed
suicide this niorning. His namon for
e tiding his life is not known, as he left
no writiug that would throw any light
on the subject,
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Awarded Gold Mosal klialwintey For. Sas Araocesses.
CURES THE
SERPENT'S
STING
CONTAGIOUS
HEALS
RUNNING
SORES
Tn all its stages
completely ersdicat-
BLOOD POISON led )y S.S.S. Obsti-nate s o re s and
ulcers yield to its healing powers_ it re-
moves the poilon and builds up he system
name. meatus a&the Ansaw ar/t Da to. owyst leaned freeaw specieec co. fotaata Eta
FAILING MANHOOD
Seawall and Nervous Dnility.
Weaknesa of Body and
i - )4 or Exce.t.ei In Oki or
Mind, Effects of Error-
iiiiih Manhood fully R
estored.
How do Lafarge and
Yonne. Robust, Noble
0:r 1 deLeloyed Po r t I o ne of
btrengthen %Lek. Un-
Ir. , „Milk Nwil• A letolutely an-Tr H11,1 failing Houle Treatment.
''." - I:I. -Benefits i rt a de ) .
. en testify _,froiu 50 Stites and Foreign
Countries. Send for IX-wripth Book, ex-
planation and proofs, mailed tnealettJ free.
ERIE MEDICAL CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
\MUSS PINK MIXTUREAmnion inino•lio.•mallilroe :TEETHING CHILDREN.PiEllirEGTtr HARMLESS.wed Mr le rears 1•, thousenis offeoegers. Pink Mixture nest,ta.s to relieve hoidens U4 •Il
TEETHIE TROUBLES
/Doctors prescribe Plnk Mlyrotrehe,a,e• II is known to contiunSo Opal= or other poisonousdi rg. ;Wr.lit tor circular. tree. ,Sohl S3, .11 dealers, In254. Awe 80c. SoTrtee.f W SLOTS a CO., Oweitthers, Ky.
CureS
AcheS
and
Pains.
IT TOUCHES
THE —
SPOT.
WS.
ITCHING
SKIN
DIgA§ES
111•Sier eras Tanana's?. — Wean
M enTlft'a• Soar, gentle 
applicationnsat
ietsta /Eastman . so) ennel set of Eren-
cuss assoirsev, /mows of Smoot ran.
laressitset nay Irma ty,a. cry-mesa, Oa
es... Da. lIssotrier. Asa gall. Torras Dave
alla Cosa Cony.. Pole Nen,
(dr Meer ease Lana( sioned
•••••• 
Vid Time
Methods
*of treating
Colds a nd
Coughs were
bascd ea the
_)f
pres.sion. ‘Ve
now kno
that '•fcedinz a
cold" is good doctrine.
Suit's EmuiL
of cod-liver oil with hypo.
pho5phites, a rich fat- food,
cures the most stubborn .
cough when ordinary medi-
cines have failed. Pleasant
to take; easy to digest.
_I:4.r • .,d
VIRCINIA COLLECE.
1-o! / Nt. LADIES. Roanoke. Vs;
open/. Sept. le, PAC t Cue of the leadhati
School.; for Toting I•dies the South
Magni fluent Intl id I n g n11 modern improve-.
no.•set.. Ctoitpte. ten nervy.. Grand nioun.
.e.iter) In Valk-) of VtrgInla. tamed
for tootli b. European and American tench-
rfu, eteurse. superior advantages la
Art and Music. Students from totp;:2
stogies. For catalogues aildress the
dent.
MATTI E HARRIS, Roanoke, V*
'PARKER'S CINCER TONIC
slava Las( Troubais. DebtlIty, distraught. signash=
Issuale and is nand Mr saelon sang vim all
ir.111111. fa, try •nc•n•I, isr.• sa' .1 would li•voi
P R
HAIR BALSAM
sod S..: Iti• lad&
Pnaelasatal I )1•Turla. rant,
hewer r.o. to Ragas»
Rut. to Its Youthful Color.
Ciire•x•ealp they. IsoAt twang.
a4
btupe &a. p11614 Makes traiL.ng easy Lax etDrunplas
Cu hunster• • nun Ottralsoiud nom& -
NNYROYAL PILLS0 rigi..1 so.1 noir Illessass.
••• •+••v• 1,11••••• l•o•11.•
oregee torariorhe•••• • Plaehr•
%bird Mirtallse
an• ••••••1 Wu. uts•••. Tabu
• "thin. Oyu. ••••,•••••••• onslet111.
woo extol 1•••••Ilimair DrverV r
.1"; Moll I arr!.. Raw-
1110111. teem swessara
JAS. I. BELOTE,
PLAIN AND ORNAIdEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE. .
(Formerly with Forbes & Bro )
Will make estimates; on all kinds of
plastering and cement work.
All work guaranteed,
and prices remonatie. Raptor work
a specialty and w receive prompt
otteliti011.
ADDRESS Loch Bea 4110.
HUNTER WOOD,
ATTORNEY...AT-LAW,
Office in Hopper Block, 14 stairs, Orel
Planters Bank
HOPKINSVILLE, - • KENTUCKX
_ 
-""NiAlitVertaie,i,..4110r •
THE NEW ERA.
si 00 A YEAR.
Illecelyed at the postoNlve tu llopktusNille
as smosassed-alaas mail matter.
Friday, July 31, 194
COURT DIRECTORY.
extern COURT—First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
4.0...sersaLY COLTRT —Second Mondays
in Jouriary, April. July and October.
• Otsuar —First Tueeday in April
• and October.
Corry Corer—First Monday in every
mouth
HOME & SOCIETY
Mr. P. B. Swift, of Crofton, was in
town Saturday.
Miss Toney Ware is 'ranting friends
near Gracey.
Mr. J. E. White of Howell, was in
town Saturday.
Mrs. Coleman Moore went to Dawson
leas Saturday,
Mr. John Horned: of East Christian,
was in town Satarimy.
Mr. Guy C. Mosely, of Casky was in
the city Saturday.
Miss Hattie Settle, of Paducah, is vis-
iting friends in the city.
Mrs. W. S. Moore, of The Square,
was hesosnopping Saturday.
Mr. Chiles Barker, of Barker's Mill
was in town last Saturday.
Mr. Thomas Skiuner, of Graves coun-
ty is visiting friends near town.
Mrs. Annie Fiver, of Rutherford.
Tenn., is a guest of relatives in the city.
Miss Anna Robinson is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. S. H. Herndon, in Prince
too.
Mr. Arthur Ward left last Saturday
for EvanaviLle where he will reside in
the future.
Mr. Will Fox, of Howell, was in the
city Monday.
Mr. Hugh Thompson has returned to
Ouija
Mr. D. B. Wright, of Trenton, was in
the-city Monday.
Mr. W. G. Stowe, of Jalien, was in
taw-n Monday.
Mr. Albert McGehee, of Gracey, was
in town Mota:ay.
Yr. Jim Atkinson, of Johnson's mill
was in town Monday.
Mr. Ed. R. Bogard, of Lafayette, was
in the city this week.
Mrs. Annie Roll, of Kansas City, Mo.,
is a guest of the family of Mr. Henry C
Gant.
Miss Louise McClanahan has returned
home after an extended visit to Bowling
Green.
Miss Georgie May Williamson has re-
earned home from a visit to Cerulean
SPraNts-
'Squire Tom Barker and Mr. Tom
Barker, both of Kennedy, were in town
this week.
Mies Nettie Hord has returned frem a
two weeks visit to relatives in Nortons-
vile and Morton's Gap.
Mims Nora Fowler returned to Hen-
derson this morning after a pleasant
visit to relliti*-s in the city.
Prof. S. L. Frogge, of Uniontown, is
in the city
Mr. John W. Jones, of the county,
was here Tuesday.
Mr. Clifton Ferrill has returned from
visit to Monteagle.
lira. W. T. Cooper has gone to Daw-
ion to spend a week.
Ms. J. K. Letcher has returned from
a visit to Henderson.
Mr. and sirs. B. M. Conway, of
Owensboro, are in the city.
Mr. McClure Kelly, of Atlanta, is
visiting his parents in this city.
Dr. J. P. Paine, of Pembroke, was in
the city on professional business this
wk
.11:ss Fannie Thompson, of Cadiz, is
*Leong Miss Pattie Flack on South
Mean stresee
Mr said Mrs. C. T. Barker and Mrs.
Lula Cloud were in the city Tuesday en
route home from Damson Springs.
Mr. Oen. W. Pitcher, of Wilson's pre-
cinct, was here Wednesday.
Mr. Milton Hicks, of Mannington,
was here Wednesday on business.
M. fend Mrs. Gus Hordes and children
have returned front Cerulean.
Mr. and Mrs. John Metcalf have gone
to Dawson to spend a few days.
Mr. J. W. Averton, of Baker's Mill,
was hese on business this week.
Mr. Dave Smith, a merchant from
Fruit Hill, was in the city this week.
Miss Nora Rogers has returned from
a visit to Mrs. James Clark, at Eddy.
vile.
Miss Alone Grissom, of Nashville, is
'he guest of her uncle, Kr. W. W.
;lacer
Mr. John Worthington, of the Gar-
:Sieben neighborhood, was here this
week.
Bev. Bobs. S. Carter, the Rector of
Grace (Episcopal) church-, left this
morning for his home at Charlottsville.
Va., where he will spend two or three
weeks. His wife and children have
been there shout three weeke, and will
remain anon some time in September.
Mrs. Laura 'Unmet is visiting friends
gikkni.
Elder H. A. McDonald is visiting Mr.
E. B. LODE
Miss nor Gunn is visiting friends in
Gracey and Cadiz.
Mrs. Sam Small has gone to Colorado
to join he husband.
Mr. Murray Brown, of Nashvilh, is
visiting in the city
Mrs. Jame. Allensworeb is at Oak
Grove visiting Mrs. Jessie L. O'Neal.
Miss Georgia Flack lias returned from
a visit to Meads in Elkton and Clarks.
vile.
Mae Daisy Reed has returned teeth*.
toe, after a pleasant visit to the Misses
Willis'.
X. C. O. Layne and children west
to Evaseville to-day to visit Mr. James
y Cabmen,.
Mrs. H. W.Tibbs and her orix children
have gone to Shelbyville, Teuneesee,
to visit relatives.
Miss Charlie Radford, of Hopkins-
is the guest of Miss Lucy Brister.
—Rwesellville Herald.
Miss L na llorefleld returned to
Olarlomille to-day after a week's visit to
relatives in the city.
•
A warded
$11110iest tionors.—World's Fair,
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BAKING
POWDIR
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Crearn 0( Tartar Powder. Frey
••■ AIORIONII. Alum or any other adulterant.
40 Mall TiM STAMM&
!
• ,
-
•••••44-4,4a -
CHANCES FAVORABLE FACTS FOR FARMERS. COUNTY CONVENTION
'the Returns From the Coun- Notes Interesting to Tillers Held to Select Delegates to
ty Conventions, of the Soil. Appellate Convention.
INSTRUCTED VOTES.
lodge Bishop's Frands Claim tsat he Will Be
Nominated.
Democratic convertione were held
Monday in the eighteen eoutaties com-
posing the First Appellate: district to
elect delegates to the district eioneeution
at Hopkiusville to-day, Which will
nominate a candidate for Judge of the
Court of Appeals to succeed tne late
Hon. John R. Grace.
From returns at hand it appears that
Judge W. S. Bishop, of Padecale will
lead his opponents in the balloting. The
Courier-Journal's reports this morning
show that Bishop has carried McCrack-
en with 9 votes, Calloway ts. Trigg 5,
Caldwell 6, Christian 9 and Marshall 5.
His friends at Paducah chatis he has
also carried Crittenden 6, and Livings-
ton 5, which would give him A total of
42 votes.
Judge Malcolm Yeaman has carried
Henderson 11, Union 11, Hopkins 10,
Lon 4, Webeter 6, and three votes in
Christian, a total of 43.
Judge J. D. White has carried the
counties of Graves 13, Fulton., Carlisle
4, Ballard 5, Hickman 6, total 34.
There will be 131 votes in the couren-
tiOu, and it will require 66 votes to nom-
inate. Judge Bishop, it will be seen, is
14 votes short of a nomination, but it is
claimed that he has second instructions
in some or all of the counties tarried by
Jaciste White, which will increase his
chant-es for securing the nomination.
Sold One Farm.
B. L. Whitlock has sold one of his
farms near Pembroke, Ky.. to J. A
Garner, of Fredonia, for five thousand
dollars. It is known as the Pendleton
tract. Mr. Garner will not move his
family till fall.
Tobacco Worms.;
l'he tobacco worms are 'Pitt to be
friend in larger quantities in what is
known as the "Greasy' neighborhood of
Rivkin's county than ever before. One
farmer is said to have caught fifty-two
worms from one stalk of tobacco.
Spoke at the Court-Honse.
IA meeting of the local Republican
Lrague was held at the con' t-
hOuse Saturday night. The seats
were pretty well filled. The orator of
the evening was Mr. John Feland, Jr.,
whose speech was given lots of applause.
A License Issued.
.lCouuty Clerk Prowse issued a mar-
riage license Tues. morniug to a country
couple. The name of the groom-to-be
is Jesse Kerbey and Bettie Kerbey is the
name of the bride. Miss Kerbey is un-
der age, but her father was present and
gave permission for the liceute to be
granted.
Has Bought the Quarry.
Mr. H. M. Dalton, one of Hopkins-
vine's most progressive young business
men: has purchased the Dirge rock
intarry near linives' bend, and will be-
gin working it this week with a force of
ninety or more men. He has a contract
to furnish the Louisville it Nashville
railroad company with fifteen car-loads
of rock every day.
A Suicide.
Nelson Metcalfe, a young man who
resided at Adams' Station, four miles
South of Guthrie, committed suicide
Tuesday about noon. His father had
employed him to plow in a tobacco field,
and he worked till dinner time. When
he failed to come to the house for his
meal, his father went in quest of him
and found him hanging by a bridle rein
to a peg in the barn.
!
Moonlight Pic-Nic.
IThere was a moonlight pic-nicTuesday
night at the residence of Mrs. Hoy,
whose home is about three miles from
this city, on the Russellville pike. There
wits a very large crowd present, the en-
neighborhood having turned out.
Mid' the affair was greatly enjoyed, as
waa attested by the fact that the guests
did not leave until the small hours of
4.e morning. Refreshments were serv-
To Wind Up Estates.
'In the County Court Tuesday M rs. An-
nie L. Garnett was appointed adminie-
tnatrix of the estate of her husband, the
late W. D. Garnett, with I. Garrott and
O. J. Smith as sureties. J. C. Willis,
I. Garrott and T. D. Jameson were
named as appraisers of the 'state.
IA. C. McGehee was appointed ad-
ministrator of the estate of the late Mrs.
G. W. Lander, with R S. McGehee 82
surety. The following persons were ap-
pointed appraisers: W. F. Cox, J. J.
Radford and J. R. McGehee.
The Precinct Coventions.
1The Democrats of the Served district
should bear in mind that they are called
upon to meet at their respective voting
precincts to-morrow to express their
choice of a candidate for Congress.
There has been up to tee present time
the very least interest in the contest for
the DetnOcristiC nomination, it being
considered that Dr. Clardy was fairly
entitled to an endorsement at the hands
ot a constituency be bad AO faithfully
served. Where there was so little evi-
dence of opposition it was natural that
there should be slight interest. How-
ever, in the last few days it has been
4hisperect about that one or two well
lonewn election workers were slipping
around to the country precincts of Da-
view county trying to work up still-
hunt crowds for Mr. Tanner, Dr. Clar-
Ay's opponent, and it is said the game
thing is going on in other comatose This
itt arousing Dr. Clarcifis friends to take
More interest in the precinct meeting.
Saturday.
The Messenger, sinee his early peal'.
him felt the wsruisist intermit ia Mr. Tan
nor, but it hots vousidered: his present
didisey ill-timed, if it Meant more
than to acquaint himself with the Dyne
aerate' voters of the district.
This is a year of great cousequencee to
the Democratic party. We must redeem
Kentucky. We must redeem the Second
district. It is no time for repudiating
cur most faithful servants. It is no
time for turning down tried and true
leaden and putting up new ones. It is
no time for strife or unpleasantness of
any kind within the party lines.
Dr. Clardy has a peculiarly strong
bold upon the people of the Second dis-
trict. His record in Congress and out of
Congress as a Democrat and as a faith-
ful friend of the money of the people, is
without a flaw. There is no point from
which an attack can be consistently or
cionacientionely made upon it.
He is serving his first term In Congress
and he deserves a unanimous endorse-
ment at the hands of his party, and it is
no reflection upon the Democracy or
personal worth of Mr. Tanner to accord
this to him.-10wensboro Messenger.
11111Iea Gold De lira
Would not bring happiness to the per-
son suffering with dyspepsia, but Hood's
Sarsaparilla has cured many thousands
of cases of this disease. It tones the
ntomach, regulates the bowels and puts$ill the machinery of the system in good
Working order. It creates a good appe-
tite and gists health, steength and hap-
Hood'. Pills act harmoniously with
Hood's Sarsaparilla. Cure all liver ills.
25 cents.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly Reported.
&tics on our market for the week just
closed amount to 11,:ski Wide. with re-
ceipts for the same period 2,84 m hhds.
Salee on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 104,609 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 100,246 hhds.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for tobacco 1893 crop:
Trash .  $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium lutes 1 00 to 1 60
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Common leaf   2 50 to 3 50
Medium to good leaf 
Leaf of extra length  
53 0050 
to
o 7) 00
Wrappery styles  7 00 to 800
The offerings' on our market have
been large again this week and there is
no especial change to report in the con-
dition of the market for burley tobacco.
The salts of the week have included
some tine leaf, the prices of the best of
which reached $19.00 per hundred.
About the usual per 'entage of dark
tobacco appeared on the market during
the week and very satisfactory sales
were made of the better grades of lea
and for good heavy bodied lugs, but the
market showed no symptoms whatever
of improvement for the medium and
non-descript grades of leaf, the prices
for such remaining extremely low.
While there has been nd recent ma-
terial change in values on our market
either for burley or dark kinds, yet the
outlook for tee growing crop is certainly
very much loss promising than it was a
few weeks ago.
The recent excessive rains have com-
pletely destroyed a considerable part of
the crop in those counties where the to-
bacco is grown on low lands or adjacent
to streams. In the dark producing sec-
tions, especially in that territory when.
the Green River fillers are produced, the
destruction of the crop has been ma-
terial. How far this loss may be made
up by the larger yield per acre than
usual, of course, remains yet to be de-
termined.
In the burley locality the growth is
exceedingly large for the time of year,
and ceitainly promises to be coarse and
rough with unusual chances for damage
by house-burn as the crop will be housed
at a much earlier date than usual.
—
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
R. ported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange. Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky. July 29,1896.—Cattle.
—The light run of cattle was in fair re-
quest by local buyers. Trading, though
not active, was improved upon the first
two days of this week. No change was
reported in last Monday'e prices, which
were firm. Good clearance was made.
Calves.—The calf market was quiet
with prices steady at the figures which
have ruled 40 far this week. The re-
ceipts, which were fairly numerous,
were all taken for shipment.
Extra shipping   PI TUX 3 au
Light shipping  Sfsg silo
Hest butchers . ... 3 Iota 375
Fair to good butchers rasa, 3 25
(*.minion to tue4.11Mn butebers ?tag 2 50
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags  0IX4 I 55
(loud to extra oxen   27'4 $15
Cot ..... on to medinm oxen  1 51Int 2 50
Feeders  *754
Stockers   2.505 iii)
Bulls Thee 275
Veal calves  3t553 42.
Choice mlIch cows  5 150231 
Fair to good intIch cows   12 U11003
Hogs.—A reported dull opening at
shaded prices in the Chicago market
coming upon yesterday's declines made
the hog market here very dull. Trad-
ing, which began late, was sluggish and
without life. All grades were equally
inactive. Prices declined 10c from. yes-
terday's chase, and the pens were clearest
at the reduced figures. The receipts,
which were light and of fair quality,
were divided between shippers and local
buyers.
Choice packing and butchers. 2Z
30015 . 45M2 tie
Fair to good packing. ISU to 200 lb 3 10a3 15
(hood to extra light, lie to IM/tb 315
Fat shoats. I* to 15u It . . 3 200,-.1
Fat sheets. 11*) to 120 lb  3 114a3 20
Roughs, 150 tu 450 lb ..... 2 2162 50
Sheep and Lambs.—Dealers differed
slightly in reporting the sheep and
lamb.. market. Prime grades seemed to
be moderately active. All others were
dull and slow sale. Stock ewes were in
oversupply and moved sluggishly. No
fluctuation is the early week values was
repotted. Buying, which was limited
to shippers, about cleared the pens by
the close. Receipts were fairly numer-
ous and of poor quality.
utast to extra shipping sheep  $2 40Q2 1111
Fair to wax]  
..... 
. 22:v42 40
Common to medium  1 ustql bi
Hucks  1 1532 IA
ExtraIambs  4 50(4 75
Fair to good .  X 5041 ill
Medium butcher lambs ....... 2 ate2 75
Tull ends or culls   I 5044010
The Hopkinsyllle Tobacco Market.
Melvin. C. F. Jarrett & Co., write SS
follows concerning the Hopkiumville
market:
Receipts for the week 725 hhds; sales
725 hhds; offerings 1,050. The general
quality of the breaks this week was very
poor. Some very good and fine tobta no
was offered, which bumght outside fig-
ures. Price on all grades of tobacco
was very firm and some stronger on low
leaf. Lugs formed a large per cent. of
the offerings. Wencher rainy and bad
reports coining iii about the crop.
We quote: Common lugs $1 to 2.25;
medium hags lt 50 to 3.00; good lugs
$3.25 to 4.00; fine hags $4.25 to 4.50;
Africans 26.50 to 9.00 common hid vi.50
to 7.00; medium leaf $7.50 to 9.50 ; good
leaf .10.50 to 11.50; fine leaf $12 to IS;
selectintus $13.50 to IS.
4110.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
World's Fair Highest Award.
•••
A CHILI/ ENJOYS
The pleasant flavor, gentle action and
soothing effect of Syrup of Figs, when
in need of a laxative, and if the father
or mother be costive or bilious, tie) most
gratifying results follow its use; so that
it ish3 bid family remedy known and
every family should have a bottle.
erit
Made and Merit Maints.ins the confidence
of the people in Hood's Sarsaparilla. If a
medicine cures you when sick; if it makes
wonderful cures everywhere, then beyond
All question that medicine possesses merit.
ade
That Is just the truth about Hood's Sar-
saparilla. We know it possessed merit
because it cures, not once or twice or a
hundred times, but in thousands and
thousands of cases. We know it cures,
absolutely, permanently, when all others
fail to do any god whatever. We rqpeat
Hood's
Sarsaparilla
[tithe best — in fact the One True Blood Purifier.
cure nausea, Indigestion,
flood's lolliousurSS. mute.
THE VOTE DIVIDED.
Judge ilishop Gets Nine Votes and Judge
Yeaman Three
Mr Isaac Gorton, Chairman of the
County Demorratic Convention, yelled
the conveution to order about two
o'clock Monday. Judge Thomas Morrow
avd Mn. W. R. Howell went elected
temporary chairman and secretary, re-
spectively, without opposition. The
temporary officers were made perma-
nent officers.
A call of the precincts showed all to
be represented.
Mr. Hunter Wood stated that the re-
turns from the various prtrincts showed
that Judge Bishop had received three-
fourths of the delegate vote of the
county and Judge Yeaman one-fourth.
He stated that although the Bishop
men could claim the full vote of the
county, it was deemed better to divide
the vote. He therefore offered the fol-
lowing resolution:
Resolved, that twelve delegates and
twelve alternates be appointed by the
chair to cast the voles of Christian
county in the District Convention, and
that nine of said delegates shall repre-
sent Judge W. S. Bishop and three
shall represent Judge Malcom Yearnan
and shall be so instructed to vote, each
side independent of the other, with no
unit rule prevailing except by mutual
agreement of all the delegates to be ap-
pointed. The alternate for each dele-
gate shall be named in the same way
and in case the principal is absent the
alternate representing him shall take
his place.
This resolution was unanimously ear-
ned on the call of precincts.
It was moved that theChairman name
delegates and alternates. This carried.
The Chairman asked a little time ill
which to make the selections.
Mr. C. M. Meacham offered the fol-
lowing resolutions, which were unani-
mously carrie.1:
We, the representatives of the De-
mocracy of Christian county, in conven-
tion assembled, hereby affirm our alle-
giance to the time-honored principles of
the Democratic pasty, as enunciated in
the National Convention at Chicago
July 7, 1896, and congratulate the party
on the wisdom displayed by the conven-
tion in formulating a clear, strong and
patriotic platform and in selecting as
oar standard-bearers, loyal, true and
representative Democrats to lead the
party to victory.
REsoi.vee. That we cordially and un-
reservedly endorse the platform adopted
and the nominations med.., and we call
upon all Democrats to rally to the sup-
port of Bryan and Sewall. Amid wt.
further invite all voters who believe
with us in the principles of the party,
no matter what may have been their
previous affiliations, to unite with us in
securing the triumph of these principles
by aiding in the 'election of the ticket
nominated at Chicago.
Judge Morrow then announced the
delegates to the Appellate convention as
follows :
FOR JUDOE BISHOP.
Delegates.
C. H. Bush,
Hunter Wood,
T. J. Morrow,
W. R. Howell,
Walter Southall,
Walter S. Hale,
Frank Dabney,
W. P. Winfree,
J. 0. Childers,
Alternates..
Levi Nichols,
Wm. Vaughn,
Monroe Dalton,
J. S. Ragsdale,
Win. Ragsdale,
Dennis Perry,
T. L. Moss,
Dan McCord,
W. J. Withers.
FOR JUDGE YEAMAN.
Delegates.
C. M. Meaeharn,
W. A. Wilgus,
mo. Phelps, Jas. D. Hill.
The convention then adjourned.
Alternates.
F. B. Richardson,
J. B. Alleusworth.
KILLED BY THE GREAT HEAT.
Colored Laborer on a Farm in Soath
Christian Drops Dead.
The "oldest inhabitant" has troulle
in recalling a hotter day than yesterday.
Hardly a breeze stirred from early in
the morning until late at night. While
everybody in the city suffered much
from the intense heat, no one received a
sunstroke.
The only fatality in the county re-
sulting from the heat, as far ars 1:0w
known, happened iu South Christian.
A colored man who was working on the
farm of Mr. Henry Herndon, near Ken-
nedy, was prostrated, and died in a
short time.
FOR SALE.
Elegant Suburban Properly 174 Acres of
Land Adjoining the City of Hoekinsville.
The plat of laud containing about 174
acres, lying on the North side of Prince-
ton pike (Wog Seventh street), forming
a part of the West boundary line of the
City of Hopkinsville, Ky., and upon
which is the Christian County Driving
Park. This property is not only flue
farming land, but is desirable for sub-
urban -homes. It unites the conven-
ientase of the city with the pure air and
quiet of the country. Au artificial lake
can be made at little experse. A great
bargain can be had in the purchase of
this fine property. It most be sold. Ap-
ply at once to Hunter Wood or James
D. Hays.
RATTERS IN VARIETY.
Buckner & Owsley real estate and in.
imams.
DT. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank, May IS '26
WANTED TO BUY—Batik Stock.
esaci&w OARNETT & Mooitz
WANTED—To rent a farm of itie
acres fer a term of years. Apply to R
C. Pace, Herndon, Ky. w tf
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
in milk. Qt. can, 10c.
It is actual merit that has given
Hood's Sarsaparilla the first place among
medicine's It is the One True Blood
Purifier and nerve tonic.
For billionsneas, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
box at druggest
Cleaning and repairing by Fowright
the tailor and cutter. Pants made from
$11.50 to $15.00. Suits from $12 to 1030,00.
Seventh street opposite New Era.
FOR SALE OR RENT—On easy
terms. An elegant home, large amh
roomy, on Emit 7th street, only six
blocks from the court-house, the health-
iest part of town, on the most popular
street and on the right side--free from
dust and cyclones in summer. For par-
ticulars apply to M. D. KELLY,
wit The Jeweler.
It Saves Lives Every Day.
Thousands of cases of Consumptione
Asthma, Coughs, (Job's and Croup are
cured evou dey Cure—Sold
by R. 0. Home ak.
Chit Halt in Two.
PM' the next thirty days I will make
large Bremides at half price, Now is
your chstace for a first-class large pic-
ture. CI. tRENCE ANototsoe. 218414tvi-lt
*MM. • ••••••
PREFERRED LOCALS
I NOTICE is hereby given that S. J
Reese is Hot authorized to use my name
and I will not be responsible for any
debt he may contract.
TEE TEACHER'S INSTITITE. A. S. HEEsE,July 29, 1896. d2t wit
The Heel ne Will Be Held in This City
m August 24th to 29th.
The Caristirui County Teacher,.' Insti-
tute will be held in this city on August
24th and continue five days. It has
been customary to hold the meeting at
South Kentucky College, but it is web-
able that it will be held this year some-
where in the business part of the town
in order that the citizens can mare easi-
ly atteud. Prof. E. W. Weaver, a well-
known instructor, superintendent of the
city wheels of Paris, Ky., will conduct
the Institute. All teachers must be
preterit or forfeit their certificates..
FOIIh D DEAD IN THE WOODS.
After Throe Days Absence, Lifeless
Body of Hardin Bone Discovered.
The lifeless body of Hardin Bone, a
well-known Hopkins county farmer,
was found day before yesterday in the
woods South of Earlington.
The man had evidently been dead
three days. His body was badly de-
cayed.
Wednesday morning Bone left his
home to hunt a cow and Was not seen
again alive. From all appearance he
died that morning from heart disease.
He was about seventy years old and
leaves a large family.
DEATH CAUSED BY PA4LYMIS.
J. W. Tutt, • Well-known Citizen or
Trenton, Departs This Life.
Mr. J. W. Tutt, well-know* in this
city, died during the first part of the
week at his hOhle near Trenton.
Some weeks ago he received a stroke
of paralysis and this caused his death.
He was forty-eight years old and leaves
a wife and several children. Mr. Tutt
was au honest, upright man and had
the esteem and confidence of all who
are acquainted with him, and his aeath
is a sad blow to the community in which
he lived.
The burial took place yesterday mor-
ning at the family burying grounds.
PROSTRATED BY HEAT.
Young Garnett Roach, of Gracey, Lies
in a Critical Condition.
News reached the city this morning
that Mr. Garnett Roach was prostrated
by becoming overheated Wednesday af-
ternoon and DOW lies in a critical condi-
tion.
Mr. Roach was in a tobaces field on
the [farm Of his father, Mr. Robert
Roach, four miles Northwest of Gracey,
and was suddenly prostrated. He was
removed to the house and Dr. Darwin
Bell summoned. It is feared that the
sun stroke may prove serious.
Mr. Roach is twenty-one years old.
He is a nephew of .birs. B. T. Under-
wood of this city.
DEATH OF AN OLD CITIZEN.
Kr. S. B. Younglove Died Late Yester-
day Afternoon.
Mr. S. B. Lounglove, one of the oldest
and beat-known citizens of Hopkins-
ville, died late Wednesday afternoon at
the home of his son-in-law, Mr. A. B.
Parker, whose residence is on the Rum-
aellville load, near the Asylum.
The deceased was possessed of many
tine qualities. He was a good husband
and father amid a valuable eitinen. For
many years he was a magistrate and for
a while was official surveyor of Chris-
tian coulay.
Before the war he was regarded as
one of the wealthiest citizens of this
eection, I,nt he lost most of hit property.
Hi8 wife died several years ago. Three
sons and one daughter survive him.
The remains will be laid sway in the
family burying grounds to-day, on the
W. M. Smith farru near town on the
Butler road.
Dig down to the cause of your sick-
ness, if you want to get well amid stay
well. Most likely it's indigestion. The
irritating potions of fermenting, putrid
food, left in the stomach by indigestion,
cause headache, neuralgia, nervonenees,
stomaehache, nausea, irrita-
bility, and all the other well-known
symptoms of indigestion.
They also cause many pains and dis-
orders which are often laid to other
causes and hence are not easily cured.
But as soon as the poisons are removed,
all these symptoms and disorders disap-
pear, because there is nothing left to
cause them. Nothing eucceedl in this;
like Shaker Digestive Cordial, because
it prevents the undigested food from
fermenting in the stomach and helps
the stomach to digest its food. Sold by
druggists, price ten cen to one dollar a
bottle.
A Wild Ride
In the dead of Right for
LIGHTNINO HOT
DROPS.
A suddea intact of
choleis Morbus
ALWAYS KM
LightniOg
Hot Drops
In this house, and NMI time
and suffering.
Curve ell dtemsch and Bow-
el Troubles, and Pains of all
NIEVES FAILS.
00o bottle holds 24 times se
much as Bo hotUe.
HERB MEDICINE COMPANY,
1115RINCIIIIII.0, Oslo.
stalegajrnAnsinas
Solid Silver
Thimbles
600 to select from
at LI their value. All
kinds and sizes,
choice for 25c,
Solid Golt1 Rings &c
at your own price.
Watches and
Clocks
Less than k cost.$1 to $2.50 spec-
tacles at 50c at
HARDWICK'S.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
FOR .111.7nUft or TUX COUNT OF amasses.
We are authorised to announce
W. S. BISHOP,
of Paducah, McCracken county, as a can-
didate forJudge of the Court of Appeals
for this, the First, Appellate District,
subject to the action of the Democratic
party. Election in November, 1896.
roe CONORESS.
We are authorized to announce
DR. JOHN D. CLARDY,
Of Chri-tian county, as a candidate for
re-election to Congress. for the the See.
ond Congressional District of Kentucky
--subject to the action of the Democratic
party. Election November 1896.
Dr. A. Boales,
330IEi nrwri  €11111ro
OFFICE on Main Street in block op-
e First National Baal
Don't You
Use W. amid W. C. Hint's' flour? It is
elogant and gives • Wire satisfaction
whenever used, you ought to give it a
trial. W. ass) W. C. BixN,
july8,w3ino. Pee Des., Ky.
NOTICE.
All paz ties having claims against the
estate of J. R. Peace, deed. are hereby
notified to file same at Bank of Hopkins-
ville with J. E McPherson.
jy17,w2t W. A. GLASS Adin'r.
Farm For Sale!
Farm of 140 acres on Long's Mill road
2 milts from Pembroke; 120 acnes open,
balance in good timber. Soil, fair lime-
stone. Improvements, 3-room cottage,
cook-room, barn, out-houses, good or-
chard, well, etc. School ana churches
, in easy reach. Price, V2,000; one-half
cash; balance in one year at 6 per cent.
I James D. HAYS'
REAL ESTATE AOENCY,
eodw Ilopkinsville, Ky.
Sheriff's Sale.
Monday, Aug. 3rd, 1896, the following
thorvughbred horses:
I. Imp. War Defier, by Fiddler; dam,
Lemie, by Newminster.
2. Y vita, by Dudley ; dam, Gladys,
by Ringmaster.
3 Altowle, by Forester; dam, Altaire,
by King Alfonso.
4. Hibernia. by Ten Brooch; dam,
Wild Wavelv Imp. Glengang.
5. Emma Mack, by Ten Brooch: dam,
Magnolia Cevite, by Imp. Carewell.
6. Annie Carey, by Day Star; data,
Harriett, by Etallankeel.
7. Bay colt. 2 yrs., by Elkwood ; dam,
Lucerne. by Luke Blackburn
8. Bay filly 2 yrs., by Elkwood ; dam,
Adeleue Patti, by Powhattan.
Mac. J. Davis, Sheriff.
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.3erfect Health.
. et: p the system in perfect or-
cr by the occasional ese of
-utt's Liver Pills. They reg-
!ate the bowels ant] product
A Vigorous Body.
,.->r sick Ixa.lachu, malaria, Li!
•usm-ss, constipation and kin
,-ed diseases, an absolute.cur(
l'U'Il"S Liver PILLS
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTII.
The following time table tells when
all pamenger trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis expres.  .6 :00 am
No. hh, accommodation  7:05 am
No. 93, Chicago express.  . 6 :45 am
No, 51, St. Louis mail 6:29 pm
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail... ..... 10:05 ani
No. 54, St. Louis express 9:50 pm
No. 56, accommodation  8:40 pm
No. 92, Chicago express  9:10 pm
No, 53 makes connections at Outline
for Louisville and points East. No, 65
makes connection at Guthrie for Clarks-
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SOUTH
No.
Ly. Evaneville 6:15a.
Lv. Henderson 7
Lv. Corydon 7
LT. Morgaufleld 7:55
Lv. DeKoven 8:27"
Lv. Marion 0:21"
Lv. Princeton 10:21
Are Hopkinsville
Nonni
No.
Lv. Hopkinsville A
Princetou 11:87
Lt. 6Iarlun 7
Lv. DeKoven ti
Lv blorgatitield 9:02
Lye Corydon 9:31)
Lv. Henderson 9:52
Art?. Evansville 10:40."
UNIONTOWN
NORTH
Lv. Morganfield 9
Aff. Uuioutown 9:35
SOUTH
Lv. Uniontown 7 :15
Arv. Morgantield
LOCAL PRILUIRT
Lv. Prinoeton
tiff. Hopkinsrville
Lev. Hopkinaville
arr. Princeton
B. F. Mitchell,
Time Table.
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BOUND,
1 daily: No. 3 daily.
in 4 :20 p. m.
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8 miiii "
BRANCH.
BOUND.
:10 a. ru. 7:15 p. m.
a. m. 7:40 p. m.
ROUND.
a. ni. 5:35 p. ni.
7:50 a, ni. 5:60 p. tn.
TRAINS.
7:15 a. m. daily.
10:30 a. in. daily.
500 p. ne daily.
7:15 p. tn. daily.
G. F. lk P. A.
Evansville, Ind.
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THINK
ACT
We are prepared to give you
BPECIAL
1:::TtICMS
ON—
LUM BE R, HARDWARE,
PAINTS, OILS
DAGG &RICHARDS. 
CAMPAIGN HATS
The Gold and
Silver Campaign
Hatsbe Now on
Sale at
Mammoth Clothhig & Shoe Co.
Assignee's
Sale
Bicycle
Suits.
This week I offer choice of these
suits, worth $7.50, $8.00, $10.00
and $12.50 at the low price of
'$3.5
Goods are being closed out daily.
Don't delay coming. Bicycle
hose at like prices.
H. A. Witherspoon,
Assignee of Cox & Boulware.
rmrrmittimmmtrrmrrnmirtmmtim
E! BOY'S
E KNEE PANTS
SUITS
At PricesThatWillMoveThem
Out in a Ciffy.
Ilofs wash ble sailor suits, threes to eight y. ars, worth 25e, for
Boy's washable sailor suits, three to eight years, worth 45c for
Boy's cottonadc sxilor suits, three to eight years, worth 50c for
Boy's t•ai iaette sailor uits, four to thirteen years, worth 75c, for
Boy's sat nette sal or suits, four to thirteen years, worth $1 fur
Boy's eassimere double breasted Suits worth $2 and 2 50 for
Boy's cat•si Lere double breasted suith worth 3 00 to 4 00 for
Boy's cassi nere double breasted suits worth 5 GO for
Boy's cassi mere double breasted suits woith G 00 for
Boy's catsimere double breasted suits worth 7 00 for
20c
25c
25c
50c
75c
$1 49
199
2 49
299
399
This is a splendid opportunity to get the little fellows
school suits and mothers can save big money by taking
advantage of it.
Large display of these suits, with prices on them, in
our large South window.
II. ANDMISON ;, CO
a
171:4:t7IS17:
11r4":-,
•
1AlittPAIPV4-2M1'481Wiek-
WHOSE ON ARE YOU?
tHE REV. OR. TALMAGE'S ELOQUENT
THOUGHTS ON HEREDITY.
re. Pedigree sif David -The Law of He-
redity Chrtstaln Ancestry, Its Power
mad Its Ihespossaibilit• Kings load Queens
of God sad Heirs of Immortality.
Wesnemeoe, July 26.-This sermon
by Rev. Dr. Talmage on heredity will
bring all the family records into requi-
sition and lead people to study their
owe proclivity toward good or evil.
The text chosen wait I Samuel xvin 58:
"Whose son art thou, thou young man?"
Never was there a more unequal tight
than that between David and Goliath;
David five feet high, Goliath ten; David
a shepherd boy brought up amid rural
scenes, Goliath &warrior by profession;
Goliath a mountain of braggadocio.
David a marvel of humility; Goliath
armed with an inn spear, David armed
with a sling, with smooth stones from
the brook. But you are not to despise
these latter weapons. There was a regi-
ment of stingers in the Assyrian army
and a regiment of alingers in the Egyp-
tian army, and they made terrible exe-
cution, and they could east a stone with
as much accuracy and force as now can
be Rent shot or shell. The Greeks in
their army had stingers who would
throw leaden plututnets inscribed with
the irritating words, "Take this!"
So it was a mighty weapon David
employed in that famous combat. A
Jewish rabbi stays that the probability
is that Goliath was in such contempt
for David that in a paroxysm of laugh-
ter be threw his head back and his
helmet fell off, and David saw the an. I
covered forehead, and his opportunityi
had come, and taking this sling and
swinging it around his head two or
three times, and aiming it at that un-
covered forehead,, crashed it in like an!
egershelL The battle over, behold the
tableau: King Saul sitting, little David!
standing, his fingers clutched into thel
hair of decapitated Goliath. As Saul
sees David standing there holding in his
hand the ghastly, reeking, staring
trophy, evidence of the cometlete victory
over God's enemies, the king wonders,
what parentage was honored by such
heroism), and in my text he asks David
his pedigree, "Whose won art thou, thou
young man?" The king Raw what yea
and I see, that this question of heredity
is a mighty question.
Blood Will Tell.
The longer I live the 'Lire I believe
In blood-good blood, bad blood, proud
blood, humble blood, honest blood,
thieving blood, heroic blood, cowardly'
blood. The tendency may skip a genera-1
tion or two, but it is sure to Mint' out,
as in a little child you sometimes see a
similarity to a great-grandfather whom
picture hangs on the wall. That the
physical and mental and moral qualities
are inheritable is patent to any one who
keeps histeyes open. The similarity is so.
striking mocuetimes as to be amusing.,
Great families, regal or literary, are
apt to have the characteristics all down
through the generations, and what MS
more perceptible in such families may
he seen on a smeller scale in all fend.
lies. A thousand years have no powei
to obliterate the difference.
The large lip of the hones of Matti
seen in 011 the getionttitieti nh4
P4It theIliktobloglip. his htittse I'
ttltief, alittnee MOMS Hi ell iettie41t110110
ettl.11f tiuiil Itint4rnItII4 Wiit4tiltt W1,1
WOO 1111W0i4 of *of* Wilavar
sod Caacisi II WiTIFTAS 1144011I Ineat
'NUS* eed ell the tither steeitirele
of SW line. nutetith bitted nicaus per-i
sistenee, Kuglish bliesi littittlls reverent*,
for the ancient, Welsh blood means ne
ligitenty, Danish blood means fondness
for the sea, Indian blood means roaming
dispeition,Celtic bleed means fervid i ty,;
Roman blood means conquest The
dewlap facility for accumulation yon
mjetrace clear back to Abraham, of
Whom the Bible says "he was rich in
silver and gold and cattle," and to Isaac!
and Jacob, who had the Sam.- character-
Utica. Some families are characterized
by longevity, and they have a tenacity
of life positively Methuselish. Others
are characterized by Goliathian stature,
and you can see it for one generation,
two generations, five generations, in all
the generations. Vigorous theology runs
down in the line of the Alexandere
Tragedy runs on in the family of the
Kembles. Literature runs on in the line
of the Trollopes. Philanthropy runs on
in the lines of the Wilberforce& States-
manship runs on in the line of the
Adamant. You see theme peeuliaritiee in
ill generatione. Henry and Catherine
of Navarre religious, all their families
religious. The celebrated family of
Casini, all mathematicians. The cele-
brated family of the Medici, grandfa-
ther, sou and Catherine, all remarkable
for keen intellect The celebrated family
of Gustaattis Adolphus, all warrior'.
This law of heredity asserts itself
without reference to 'serial or political
rendition, for you sometimes find the
Ignoble in high place and the honorable
In obscure plate. A descendant of Ed-
ward I a toll gatherer. A descendant of
Edward III a doorkeeper A descendant
of the Duke of Northumberland a trunk
maker. Some of the mightiest families
of England are extinct, while some of
those most honored in the peerage go
back to an ancestry of hard knuckles
and rough exterior. This law of heredity
is entirely independent of social or ptiliti -
cal conditions. Then you find avarice
and jealousy and sensuality and fraud
having full swing in some famines,
The violent temper of Frederick W11.
Ham is the inheritance of n'relerick the
(treat. It is wit a theory founded by
worldly philosophy. but by divine au-
thority. Do you not remember how the
rime epeeists ot a tansseu Kunertitent, UL
She igeaseration of the righteous, of the
generation of vipers, of an untoward
generatidn, of a stubborn generation, of
thoeiniquity of the fathers visited upoo
the children unto the third and fourth
geoeration? So that the text comes tee
lay with the force of a projectile heeled
trom inerntieet catapuit, '•Whoee sent
art thou, thou yomie man?"
Hatare's Two Forego.
"Well," says some one. "that theory,
discharge,' me from all responsibility,
Born of sanctified parents, we are bound
to be good, and we cannot hlep our-
eelvea. Born of unrIg!'itr on.. parentage,
we are bocuid to be fvii, anti Wf• cannot
help ourselves.. Two inaccuracies. As
mulch as if you should say: "The (entries.
etal force in nature has a tendency tts
bring everything to the center, and
therefore all come to the center. The
centrifugal force in nature has; a tend.
ency to throw everything lo the periph-
ery, and therefore everything will goo
cut to the periphery." Yen know all
well its I know that t on can make the
centripetal force ovt petne the centrie
sign!, and you can male the centrifugal
Oltert'Oftle the centripetal, RS when there
is a mighty tide of good in a family
that may be overeeme by determiese
lion to evil; is in the C:1,4. of Ames
Barr, the libertine. v. Lo Led for father
President Burr. the consecrated; as is
the case of Pierrepnne Edwards, the
scontgeeof New Yen.; sceiety 80 ye-art
*gni prfrt h‘d a Chriatian ancestry,
while; on the other hand, Rime of the
best men and women of this day are
those who have come of an ancestry of
which it would not be courteous tO
speak in their preseree. The practical
and tutful object of this sermon is tes
shots You that if you bare come of $
Christian ancestry tla•n yen are molt
emnly bound to pros. rve mid deceive
the gloriotm inheritance, er if you have
come of a depraved ancestry then it ie
your duty to Lrace yeurselt against the
evil tendency by all prayer and Chris
tin-determination, and you are to find
-out the famOy frailties, and in arming
. the castle put the strongest guard at the
weakest gate. With these nnooth stones
from the brook I hope to strike you,
not where David struck Goliath, in the
head, but where Nethan struck David,
in the heart. "Whew sou art thou, thou
young man?"
There is something in all winter holi•
ene‘;stays to tiring up the old folks. I think
many of our thoughts at such times are
met to the tune of "Auld Lang Sync."
The old folks were so busty at trBeti
twies iu making oil happy and perhaps
on hats resource made their sons and
daughters happier than you on Jaren
resources are able to make your Bona
and daughters. The snow lay two feet
above their graves, but they shook off
the white blankets and mingled in the
holiday festivities-the same wrinkles
the Name stoop of shoulder under the
weight of age, the same old style of
dress or coat, the same smile, the same
tones °, voice. I hope you remembet
them before they went away. If net, 1
neve there are those who have reciaxi
go You what they were, and that therdt Inc ria/Pelf. Who has tainted against do
' seeee Lee
•
,,-,-, •
tray no In yetir miter genie int eee. el
Iffiest Or furniture with whi h yin mem-i
aiate their memories I wit t to arouse
he most sacred mentorit•s e yi .or bt art
while I make the ielpeesitteijil net rn g-
Story in regard to your pi dame,
'Whose sou nit thou, thou noung man?"
. A Christian Aneesagy.
First I accost all those Who are de-
eceuded of a Christian anciestry. I do
not ask if your parents v,nre penal.
There are no perfect people now, and 1
de not suppose' there wet.-; any perfect
people then. Perhaps thee* was some-
times too much blood in their eye when
they chastised you. But, hem what I
know of you, you get no mon.' than you
deserved, and perhaps a. little more
chastisement would have beau salutary.
But you are willing to acknowledge, I
think, that they wanted to do right.
From what you overlicanniu conversa-
tion; and from what you saw at the
family altar end at tit•ighborhood obse-
quies you know that they had invited
+Id into their heart and their life.
There was something that sustained
those old peoplt• supernaturally. You
have no doubt about theirnestiny. You
expect if you ever get ,tti heaven to
meet them as you expect; 4o meet the
Lord Jesus Christ. ,
That early emanation has been a
charm for you. There wait time when
you got right up from a se of ill-
icit:ley and walked out into, he fresh air
because you thought your mother was
looking at you. You have never been
very happy in sin becausteof is sweet old
face that would present itself. Tremu-
lous voices from the past aceomted you
until they were seemingly audible, and
you looked around to see who spoke.
There was an testate not mentioned ill
the last will and testitemait, is vast es-
tate id prayer and holy example and
Christie') entreaty and glnrioua meal-
s:6y. The survivors of theiramily gath-
ered to beer the will read.inial tbiA wits
to be kept and that was LO , be sold, and
it was "share and 'hare alike." But
there was an unwritten will that rend
something like this: "Iii the natne of
God, amen. I, being of sound mind, be-
queath to my children all my prayers
for their salvation; I bequeath to them
all the resents pf a lifetinet's eel; I be-
queath to them the !Shristiau religion,
which has been AO much etimfort to me.
and I hope may be solace for them; 3
bequeath to them a hope of reunion
when the parting* of life are over.
'Share and share alike,' may they in-
herit eternal riches. I beep:teeth to them
the wish that they play avoid my errors
and copy anything that May have been
worthy. Iu the name of Gad who made
me, and the Chriet who - neleerued me,
and the Holy Ghost who •innetities me,
I make this my laid will and teettunent
Witness all you hosts of 'heaven. Wit-
ness time, witness eternity. Signed,
sealed and delivered in this our dying
hour, Father and Motiwirt" You did
not get that will proved At the surro-
gate's office, but I take it Dut today and
I read it to you. I take it out of the
alcoves of your heart. I shake the dust
off it. I ask if you will "Incept that in-
heritance, or will you break the will? •
0 ye of Christian ancestry, you
have a responsibility valet beyond all
measurement. Clod will not let you off
with just being as good as ordinary peo-
ple when you had suet extraordinary
advantage. Ought not a lower planted
thrift?
g4
e
Ih4TiT is' TZT, 'oVe;inedou.  ,e IM
Otht hot t fatny rtcd 
P,
tty tho
tiefitiaktilie de Mote Week Steil a ftietrity
lathed l‘r a ililli Mid alitiliti* ittiniliftilli
111+0111}1? Ininlit Hot nein ef efti4I peel?
114141if 30 hells f Illiell Hem; who
it g teseile gittibiestil% A Nowf liot
Phi 14144 831 04 hwitwArt tiii, lit, pi 44 flOr
NORMS of AO the eiltaildllOrett ini Much
for store fixtures, an mutat for rent, IR
much for this. so much foe that. sun all
toe stems uggrt•gatto, min lie lather
expects the son to give tui account.
Your Heavenly Father ttnueres against
you all the advantages of a pion" MIN'S-
gyy-...410 many prayers, so lunch Christian
example. so litany kind eotreatim-all
these gracious influences, one tremete
dons aggregate, and he mans you for an
account of it Ought not you to be bet-
ter than them who had ne such advan-
tage? Better have been a foundling
picked up off the city .commons than
with such magnificent inheritance of
consecration to turn out indifferently.
Ought not you, my brother, to be better,
having had Christian nurture, than the
man who can truly say this morning:
"The firs-word I remember my father
speaking to me was an path; the first
time I remember my father tatting hold
of me was in wrath; I never saw A Bible
till I waa 10 years of age, and then I
was told it was a pack of ties. The first
20 years of my life I was associated
with the vicious. I seemed to bewailed
In by sin and death."
A Question of Responsibility.
Now, my brother, ought you not-I
leave it as a matter of fairness with you
-ought you not to be better than those
who had no early Christian ineuence?
Standing as yen do between the geneeie-
tion that is past and the generation that
is to come, are you going to pass the
blessing on. or are you going oa Wave
your life the gulf in which .that tide of
blessing shall drop out of sight ferecert
You are the trustee of piety in that an-
cestral line,' and are you . going to aug-
ment or squander that solemn trust
fund? Are you going to disinherit your
KAU and daughters .of the heirloom
which your parents left you? Ah, that
cannot be possible-it cannot be pos-
sible that you are going to take such a
pennon as that. You are very careful
about the life insurances, and careful
about the deeds, and careful about the
mortgage, and careful about the title of
your property, became, when you step
off the stage you want your children to
get it all. An. you makitig no provision
that they shall get gramlfatherni or
grandmother's religion? Oh, what a last
will and teetanient you are making, my
brother! "In the name of (Rd, amen.
I. being of mound mind, make this my
last will and testament. I bequeath to
ray children all the money I ever made
and all she houses I own, but I disin-
herit them, I rob them of . the ancestral
grace and the Christian influence that I
inherited. I have wpaaodered that on
my own worldliness. Snare and share-
alike must they in the eintfortune and
the everlasting outrage. Signed, sealed
and delivered in the printenee of God
and men and angels and devils and
all the generations of earth and heaven
and hell. July, 1896." .
0 ye of highly favOned ancestry,
wake up this morning to: a sense of yenr
opportunity and reaponsibility. I think
there must be an olil ceMlle or a frag-
ment of a cradle sennewheen that could
tell a story of midnight ,stipplicatiou in
your behalf. Where is the old rocking
chair in which you were': sung to sleep
with the holy nursery envie.? Where
is the old clock that tieked away the
moments of that micknest pn that awful
night when there %%sire Ind nine of you
awake-yon and tied mei mother? Is
there not an old staff ha some closet?
We beg you to turn over new leaf this
very day. i
A (partition of Fslwer.
Oh, the power of unceintal piety, well
illustrated by a young' elan of New
York who attended a prayer meeting
one-night and asked for prayer and then
went home and wrote down these
words: "Twenty-five you% ago tonight
my mother went to heaven. my beauti
fun blessed mother, and . I have been
alone, tossed up and down ripen the bil-
lows of life's tenipestuotut ocean. Shall
I ever go to le•aveu? She told me I must
meet her in heaven. Wheti she took my
hand in hers and turned her gentle,
loving eyes on me and gazed earnestly
and long into my face and then lifted
them to heaven in that last prayer, she
prayed that I might meet her in heaven.
I wonder if I ever shall? ' My mother's
prayers-oh, my meet, blesitedmother's
prayers! Did ever a bey have such a
mother.. I had? For 25 years I have
not heard her pray until tonight. I have
heard all her prayers ever again. They
have had, in fact, a.terrible resurrection.
Oh, how she was wont to pray! She
prayed as they prayed tonight, so ear-
nest, so importunate, so believing. Shall
I ester be a Christian? She was a Chris-
tian_ Oh, how bright and pure and hap-
py was her life! She was a cheerful and
happy Christiaa.
"There is niy mother's Bible. I have
not opened it for years. Did she believe
I could ever-neglect her precious Bible?
She surely thought I would read it
much and often. How often has she
read it to me! How did she cause rue to
kneel by my little bed antt put my little
hands up III the attitude 1,1 prayer! How
has she knelt by me and. over me, and I
have felt her warm tears .raining down
upon my hands and : twee Blessed
mother, did you pray in vain for your
boy? ft shall not be in yiiiii. Ate no,
no. it *hall not be in vasint I will pray
. • •
Mee instruction as 1 /later Agatha,. ISO
many precious prayers put up to heaven
for me by oue of the most lovely, tender,
pious, eonfeling, trusting of mothers in
her Heavenly Father's cure and grace?
She never doubted; she believed. She-
always prayed as if she did. My Bible.
my mother's Bible and my conacience
teach what I am and what I have made
myself. Oh, the bitter panga of an ac-
cusiug conscit-uce! I need it Saviour
mighty to save. I must Stilt him. I
will. I am ou the sea af existence, and I
can never get elf from it. I am afloat.
No anchor, no rudder. no compass, no
book of instructions, for I have put
them all away from me. Saviour of the
nerishing. save. or I perish." Do vim
eauseer :HIM time lielLt ouy no arose in
prayer meeting and said: "My brethren.
I stand before you a monument of God's
amazing merry and goodness, forever
blessed ix. his holy name. All I have and
all I am I nuisecrate to Jesus, tuy
Saviour and tny God?" Oh, the power
of ancestral prayer! Hear it! Hear it!
An Inheritance.
But I turn for a moment to those
who had evil parentage, and I want to
tell you that the highest thrones in
heaven and the mightiest tritunpha and
the brightest crowns will be for those
wlm had t•vil parentage, but who by the
grace of God conquered - conquered
As good, as useful, as splendid a gentle-
man as I ever knew had for a father 4
man who died blaspheming tied until
the neighbors had to pat their fingers in
their ears to shut out the horror. One
of the nest consecrated and useful
Christian ministers of fodig was the
rou of a drunken horse jolter Te40
evil tremeudowi in NOPUS faptilies1 it el
like Niagara rapids, and yet men pave
clung to a rock and been rescued. There
is a family in New York, %hose wealth
tuse rolled t p into many millions, tha
was founded by g man who, after h
had vast estates, sent been * Feiner 0
parks because they were 9 cents pipr
then he experted. Grip and grind an
gouge in thg ftsarth genoratiini-IL sup
pow it will be grip stud grind Run oqt
t4 the tweetieth generation The thee
intoxicauts has OPTIMA  down g!TPull
the arteries of is hundred end Silty years
Pugnacity or cornistiveuest character
izes other families'. Sumetinies one torn
of evil, nometimes another form of evil
But it may be resisted; it hail been re
milted. If the family frailty be avarice
cultivate unitentsimese and charity an
teach your children never to eat an a
ple without offering somebody else hal
of It. Is the family frailty combitive
ness, keep out of the company of quit.
tempered people and never answer ai
impertinent question until you bav
counted a inuuired both ways, and ate
you have written an angry letter kee
it A week before you send it, and thei
burn it np.
Is the family frailty timidity an
cowardice, cultivate backlamei read tht
biography a brave men like Joshua o
Paul and see if yoe oannot get a WO
iron neyour blood. Filet out what th
family frailty is and set body, min
and stout in battle Array. Conquer yo
wilL I think the geneelogical table seal
put in the first clutafter of the New Tee
tameut not only to show our Lord's pad
igree, but to show that a man may rise
pp in an ancestral line and beat hay
successfully all the influences of ba
heredity. See in that genealogical tablt
that gelid Mine Ana Wm Porte of 'el
King Abla flee in that geoeah14'^
table that iihseph Mid Mail stat flu
howl Oeittn that Peet Indent.,
Mit VrIttill tit Peet Will bitiett It tool 11
ts'atithiliati Whit
11144*441%Thitilittf Mid WM
ileviese, If Ibis WOfill in Paint 10 3+0
if Will tio.alt ths niftwtot
familive of the moil are to liiWray/
titt,t1, and there will sole one i
each family line taxi open a new genes
logical table. There will tie some Joss'pW
to arise in the line and menu the PtI
influence of Rebut/own and there will
be some Mary to arise in the line an
reverse the evil influence of Bathsheba
Perhaps the star of hope may point
down to your manger. Perhaps you are
to Oe the hero or the heroine that is t
put dowe the brakes and stop that lone
line of tenealegical tendencies an
mite* it off on another traek from that
on which it has been puteihnfor e cen-
tury. you de thee and will p
you as fine a pelmet iss the Areintegts
heaven can build, the archway iimeri
with the words, "More than conquer.
or." But, whatever ycier heredity, le
me say you may be sous and daughters
of the Lord God Almighty.
Estranged children from the home-
mead, come back through the open gate
of Adoption. There is royal blood in our
veins i Mere ere prawn, on our escutch-
eon; our father is ittnu per neneliee i
king; we may be kings Awl *weep pni
God forever. Come stud sit ehewg pet tne
ivory bench of the palena Lbw Nied
wash in the foctutains that fall litto the
basins of crystal- and alabaster. ems
and look out of the upholstered window
upon gardens of azalea and amaranth.
/leer the full burst of the orchestra
while you banquet with potentates and
victors. Oh, when the text sweeps back-
ward, let it not stop at the cradle that
Peeked your infanseY; Pala at the cradle
that rocked the first weeld, and when
the feet motes forward tet te met mils
at your grave, $44, t .he throne ete
which you may reign for eveg Aud ere.
"Whose son diT thou, thou young weer '
Son of God! Heir of immortality! Take
your inheritance!
The things that
people see are in-
side of them and not
outside. No two
I II people see the same
thing ekactly alike.
One woman may
look out at a beau-
elan landscape ind
see ,a; te beut
and reettulaenn an
hai
grandness that titers
I. in it. Another one
will look out at the
same scene and see
nothing. One will
find enjoyment in a
brilliant company,
in music, in dancing,
ist an exquisitely prepared dinner. Another
will enjoy these things half as much-an-
other not at all. The things that people
ace are inside them What one sees and
what one enjoys depends upon the bodily
condition -depends upon time capacity for
enjoyment-depends upon the health and
the vitality. The sick man tits pan; prdi
Comfort so impressed upon him that hi hap
no time to think of much else. A weak
man has all he can do to struggle for mere
existence, lie has no strength to use
procuring pleasure. His performances are
limited by his strength. He Can di/ oil 4
few things so he can enjoy only a w
things. The man who is perfectly well and
vigorous enjoys life to the fall. The bed-
ridden invalid enjoys it notr•at all. The
man who is half sick and half well gets out
of life about half what he ought to. Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery makes
people well. It doesn't do it in a miracu-
lous way. There isn't anything unnatural
about it -it is the most natural thing in the
world. It simply puts the digestive organs,
the stomach, the liver, the bowels, in per-
fect order and thereby makes the blood
pure ad rich. It doesn't have to do any-
thing else. Nature does all the rest. All
diseases live and thrive on impure blood.
Keep a stream of pure, rich, red blood flow-
ing Into a diseased spot, and the disease
will not stay. A man lives on rich, pure
blood, and disease dies on it. That's the
difference. Dr Pierces Golden Medical
Discovery makes pure, rich blood -makes
men and women strong and healthy. brings
good appetite, good digestion and builds up
solid, healthy flesh.
Address with NI cents In one-cent stamp., is
cover cost of mailing ow/r, World's Dispensary
Medical Association. Buffalo, N Y and get a free
copy of theremple's Medical Adviser-maul pages,
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DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
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DPUO wars from it to 11 a. Ill., 2 to 4 p.
(led. ap-
without
ught one :
wery and
is natural-
atif hich '
these- ansi • 1that • • the won-
twee. in
• Coughs and Cabe Free tria bottles at
R. C. liardwick's drug store. Regular
size bate anti $1.
-
Wonder if Herr Most wil
stump for his friend, McKini
Ole People.
Old people who require ni. hille to
regulate the lowebt tutu ki neys will
tind the true remedy in Elect ic Bite re
This medicine does not stin Write and
colleting no wheky nor tithe intexicatit
but at tel us a tonic and alt (is'.-. It
acts mildly on the senuach d bowels,
adding streneth and giving le to the
organs, thert•by aiding Ndtt in the
perform:Loco f iis fell( 11o11 LIN'Trir
Bit ters is an c vAleat appett -r anti Mos
(et:est:on. (Jul people tital it just exert-
ly hat they med. Price 54 per bottle
at It. C. IiitrdwitA's drug sts a.
hike the
Y ?
-
Bryan is certain to win, he never
fails to carry a rabbit foot Ill his pocket.
tle can't be beaten.
_ -
Dr. Bell's. Peppermint Chill Tonic
cures elites anti makes ytin wt•Il again.
It u, lx you of buying thein Intel billets
up your strength. It is pleasant tI1 take
and gives you a warm, dt.lirlitful feel-
ing all over, instead of the miserable.
shivering. Ills good for the stomach.
ton, sold pePPerIllillt js the best thing in
the world for the bowels. Avoid bitter
quinine pills that may mnkts you deaf.
:inil have always handy, in the house, ii
I•ottle of Dr. Ilt•Ine et•pmetinut Chill
Tonic. It's guaranteed.
-For sale by R. C Hardwick.
One thing that la safe to ton is that
the next President will be n mod Will-
iam. We'll bet 16 to I on i
onset let ant wee persnade yen to take
anything t•bse instead of -Sinimons Liver
Itegulatur. Kome leerelaines will try to
do this lint tett for your goods. Tht•y do
it to make a little more profit on panne-
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you must pay just es mach for
the bad as for the good. lie sun' to take
simmons Liver Regulator end nothing
else. Loon for the Red 4 ou (eery
package.
-For salt- be R. CI. Hardwick
 
 +IP" 
As far back as authentie ligory go.'.
it shows that silver has always I"'Il
the money of the masses, w tie the cap-
italist has always pr'-fermi gob!.
Some time sinee I wa- s engaged in
handling lime and it inju I my epee I
was induced by our druggi, t, here, Mr.
.1. E. Allen. to try your utherland's
Eagle Eye Salve, and will sey it cured
ine in a very short time; and our little
girl was suffering with sore eyes. and
wt. used it on her eye.' mei it ('ured her.
Wi• emisteler it the Nat etre !tithe Olt
earth. Yount truly, I). ,MeCett is,
Pnettleter 11nrktiv111 lintel
-Inst male by 14. .
John ?thrilibili lino Ili that title
guibi eatiiptiion Piing Ii li Itt It a hheillte le
opeeeeciemi: If Stall* It fee Ilia saltier
she 34, leo 'rote get theme! vie io lege
the he II, I It e ill he fur nein
11:1171inta-
The Boat salt, in the world for Cuts.
Brunette Son's, Ulcers, salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Totter, Cl-tipped Hands
Chilblains, Cons and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect satisfacion mently refunded.
Prife 25 C4'IltS per box. Fer Sale by P
0. Hardwiek Hopkinsville KY.
-
••••••••-•.-
Everv dollar added to the stock of
money in circulation weakens the power
of the capitalists ovt•r the toiling masses.
That's why the capitalist opposes the
free coinage of silver--it would increase-
the circulation.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rlit•unnition and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the aysfem is remarkable
and myaterous. It remove* at once the
"BEM' and the disease immediately die-
appears. The fine dostegreatlo benefits;
75 cents• Sold by R. U. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinsville.
Nobody is surprised at Hi•rr Moses
espousal of McKinley•a cause. McKin-
leyisni 'laterally entails the Moat plat-
form. Most and McKinley are eiaturai
friends, which fact Most fee= willing
to acknowledge.
- -
Summer coughs, and some ere colds.
Either hurt the lungs worse in warin
weather than they do in cold. They
iare cured all the year mu d by the use-
of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Hot ey. Get that
that branded "Tht• E. . Sutherland
Medicine Co., Paducah KY.," or its not
the genuine.
-For sale by In. C. Hardwick.
No city in the world is in a better
financial condition than (
laud. After January I,
of Glasgow will levy no
kind, as the re-venue's tit
street railways, lightin
laagow, Scot -
Pin7, the city
taxes of any
vett from city
and water
plant,. will more than pity all the ex-
penses of the city govermlient.
Weak eyea are maciel strong, dim
(((( inata• clear, stytei are removed
and granulated lids or etre eyes of any
kind may be speedily and effectually
cured by the use of Suthirland's Eagle
Eye Salve. It's put up in tubes and sold
oil a guarantee. by all dealerm.
-For sale by It IC. Hardwick.
The money sharks a the East haye
nobody but themselves to blanit• for the
rapid growth of the silvin• sentiment.
But for their inordinate greed the peo-
ple, who are always pantile and long-
suffering, would not have leen arousal
to a realization of the tette situation.
In their peed these money-lenders
killed the goose that laid the golden
egg.
Sutherland's Eagle Eye lye is new
and original in styli' of package and
intahcal qualities. It is riot only a cure
fie all kinds of mom eye.. nt is guaran-
teed to give sattsfactem tut an ointment
for all sores, piles, etc. By all dealt re
-For stale by R. C. Hardwick
Mr. Brooke Adams, ii
John latency Adams, in Ii
work ."Civilization tuella'
when money is plentiful t
and that hard times an
nations are caused by
money beet:tines scarce,
grandee' of
Is well known
ay,"says that
meg are good.
the decay of
the fact that
d that what
there is of it gets into the hands of ball.
kers. Thus he explains the fall of the
Roman Empire.
Every person-big, MU(
white or black, rich or
ever used Dr. Bell's Pi
pronounce ita,h, best co
remedy on e lee t
deelers guarantee it.
old or young,
n•-who haat
11-Tar- Honey
h and lung
,too; so all
At tht. etnivt•ntion of tl
in St. Louie a poll was
matter of curiosity, to fit
mer party affiliation of th
allowed: Republicans, 52
135, Populists, 47; Prol
1reenbackers, 1; Indepen
is rather significant ! I
from these figures that
will lose vt•ry heavily on
ilvt•r sentiment,
Silver race;
en just as a
1 out the for-
delegatte. It
Denmenits,
ibitionists, 9;
emit, 13. This
will Ire 104.11
r. McKinley
vomit of the
The eagle, the king of all birds, is not
el for its keen sight, clear and distinct
ision. So are those pereons eho use
utherland's Eagle Eye Salve for weak
yes, styes, sore eyes of any kited or
mutilated lids. Sold by all dealers.
-For sale by R. ta. Hardwick.
If silver would ruin the country like
he gold men claim, why did it not do it
luring the eighty-one yeate in which it
tood on an equal footing with gold.
Then tehy was sick,, est.° het emcee..
When ahe was a Child, she cri,v1 for Castor's,.
When she oecame Miss, ale thing to castors
When she tied aldren, she sere them Contort*
What is
•NntaX‘ :.
al
Castor's is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
"---atlstiir :Narcotic substance. It is a
 harmless substitute
''-\-•fisr Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It Is. Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years.' use by
Millions of Mothers. C.ustoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Caustorla prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
cures Diarrlitra and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowel% giving healthy and natural sleep. Came
toria is the Children's Panacea -the Mother's Friend.
Castoria.
n Caxton% Is an excellent medkIne for ehtl-
drvu. Mothers LaNe Wei MO or US
(OW effect upon thelr ch.1.1ren."
Da. O. C. &moon,
mese
" I 'astorl• Is the be...I mined, for children of
whi.•h I um rioviniated. I hope the day Is rot
far di .tunt N, two inothers w riisider the real
Inter, at of their enillren, and its., Caugt.dna in
steal of 0..• • iciusqtatiek oust nuns wItieh are
destroying loved one& by forcing osSir in.
morphine dog syrup and other hurtful
welts .r throes, tLerehy seeding
Mem ho
Ds.J.I Kisrmizoa,
Conway, isk.
Castoria.
(-5.55.1.* so well adapted to children that
I ree,iona•ral it as superior Wray pi eetwiptacia
knoun to
TT. A. Anemia, IL D.,
III SO "Jeford tv% , liruoalys, N.Y.
"Our physiebsos In the children's dew"
meat have spoken highly of thei. wipess
race in their outakits matte.. cliii laatoria,
sold although we osly have among our
meiheal supplies what I. knows a• us-guts,
pon1tena, yet we ace free to oxides' that the
merits ot Csatoria has yam on s to look wills
favor upon it."
tame Boarrr•A ern Daaramiaars,
BUNCO. Mass,
ALL= C. flans Pros..
'Omar CerIPanY, Ti Murray Street, Neer York Oft?.
They
Lighten
Labor
gad must pines the Housewife
Otioguitv they are perfect
in every part. 
QuickBakers,
Superior Cookers,
Powerful Heaters.
Great variety of sty les and slag&
A Written Guarantee
given with every stens
Used Ir., Thousands. Should be by You.
by Geri', W. Yfilli, H ti1tvil11, Keltr.CY
mil•ess•soior97GPOPP'"g•Zeicli•12•11•11001-
e
2 Boa sod., is Inferior to package soda.
; P
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et 'saltation tea&
O einrks and labels.
9
is the whole story
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I kVA AND liAtItAER SODA
I in packages, ealt4mme10441,11,,,,„,„...i.,,,,„IP0114Ilutit-univertAlly aelensiledeca MOW la the wait,
in /dad:. only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere.
Wrier tor Arm and Ilammer Dook of valuable Recipes FREE.
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9 REAT EgisINESS TRAINING SCHOOL OF THE SOUTH.
j/e.r/Aawd ,11,111DICH Of GRAMM HOLDING fIllf POSITION!
RECOMMENDED IT THE LEADING BUSINESS INE• 0
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TUC COUNTRY. wewriost COU*SE w•tyrrp
execue.-ilivelouliac. c-.-/1/ .4jen7/.
WE OFFER
All of our Gents Tan Shoes
and Ladies Tan Shoes and
Oxfords
AT COST.
If you want a pretty shoe, a
wearer, one to fit, the latest
toe, all sizes, any width last,
and if you want to save 81
to 81.50 a pair on them,
This is Your Opportunity!
RIHARCUMPANY.
C. H. LAYNE
Livery, Feed & Sale
,vo Stable!
cor Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsvilie, K y
Rigs Furnished day or night
El' YOUR
J.M.
CEP ES
From-
ULLA RD
' Main street, next door to Kentuckian office.
A full line of staple and fancy groceres. Pay highest
market prices for country produce. Free delivery at all
hours to any part of the city. Telephone 91.
Size Him Up
After he has been fitted out
by CLARK with one of his
fine serge, cheviots, horm-
spuns, or any light seasona-
ble, Oegant goods that he has
in stock, and you will pro-
nounce him a gentlemln of
breeding and tacte. CLARK
may not make the man, but
he can make ninely per ccnt.
of him at very small coat to
th O;11 ten per eent.,
-ealereesetenet
seee-
-s-
•„". 0.. •
• qe,-.1':e
,a1;:aa.: • -
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Frank Dabney. .11uke Xelaest
Nelson & Dabney,
Tolaco Carfulliti
110PKINSVILLE IVAREHOUE.
COR.BAILRCAD :-: AND -: lflH ETREETB
Ship your tobacco to
Ragsdale
Cooper ik Co.
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVIE KY.
T C Ilanbery, F Shryer.
PEOPIJER)HAI 9 10 Dull I
& 'MEYER, Proprietois.
Railroad Street, Bet. 10th 4- 11th,
121orimin.s•Krille - iMon_Vta.clEzr..
T C. RANBERY, Salesman.
ABERNATHY &CO.
Tobacco Commission Merchants,
Cen1 tral ':Warehouse.
HOPEINSVILLE KENTUCYK
JV G Wheeler If II F a xon.
WHEI LER, MILS & COMPANY,
Tobacco Warehousemen
Commission Merchants
And Grain Dealers.
Fire-Prod Warehouse, Cori 7th and R R.
HOPKINSVILLE, - KY.
oir Liberal Advance on Consignments. All Tobin. c• Su u re Oovered
by Insurance.
rY4 T G.4.11'11E14,
GAITHER&WEST
./ AST.
1101000 COMMIHNI1 MUM'S,
I-MOP=ISTV'r717--.1.,E =qr.
J. ('.Kendrick 1) kit yon
Central Warehouse
KENDRICK & RUNYON,
Tobacco Salesmen,
C LARKSVILLE - - TENNESSEE
F. GI L L. E P. 'IC RNLEY
CIL!. & TURNLEY•
Tobacco Warehousemen,
- :And General Cenimiselon Merehanta:-
GRANGE WAREHOVSEt
Clarksville, - - - - Tennessee.
Tbs Palaonage Solicited on ill who have tobacco to sell. Mort rout hogsheads Omit.
TTlaskIT. it Lirseg house Cash advane s made on entalg.inen La.
I. P. HICKNAIRD, A P. TIMCNA RD,
CENTRAL
W. G. PALM ER.
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
Sp
.'ili•11:'-','• Ii''
Weal M 4. e
Edwards-Barnard Uo., Proprietors,
;Incorporated.
LOUISVILLE KY
3,1ark Your Hogsheads "Central House."
Auction sales daily. Prompt Rsturts made. Four months storage
eist steeciog give') tl e sale Da•ktobac
rose P. MAJOR, JAR. D HEADLBY,J1
Late of Clarksville, Tenn. Late of Givens. Headley a I/
MAJOR
Tobacco iWareham
TOM P. MAJOR CO., Props.
NI °slant-
West Maio Street LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Liberal advances. Four months free storage. Daily auction
sales. Special attention to private sales.
IN 1852
Sam'! Hodgson,
Importer and Manufacturer of
- MMar ble G7e onuments
TABLETS, ETC., LTC,
OLAEKVILLE: : TENNE BEE.
Mr.; Frank M. Whitlow is our Solicitor.
BethelfrA pllege
HOME SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES!
Reortranizetl. Ten able and experie-nced teachers. Thorough coarsest in An-
cient and Moslem LaIliftlftegett, English, Matheinaties, Music, Art and Elocution.
Building renovated; Furniture Nt•w ; Electric Light.. Forty-third sesmon opens
SEPTEMBER 2D, 1896. For Catalougue, address
EDMUND HARRISON, President.
JOHN B. CASTLEMAN. A. G. LANGHAIL
ROYAL
Ins uranco Company of Liverpoot
(1NOURPURATED.)
BARBEE AND CASTLEMAN,
MAYA3ER;317 TilERN DLPIRTMLN1
COLUMBM BUILDIFG, LOUISVILLE, A?
GARNETT & MOORE, Acusins.
-411144
. 
- • -
